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Calloway Co.
Unemployment
Dro s In May
Calloway County's unemployment
rate took another sharp drop duringthe
month of May, and remains
substantially below both the state and
national average.
Calloway County's rate for May was
2.8 per cent, compared to 4.5 per cent in
April and 6.6 per cent in March,
according to , figures released this
month by the Department for Human
Resources.
The
western
Kentucky
unemployment rate dropped to 3.2 per
cent in May,compared to 4.0 per cent in
April,and 5.2 in March.
Robert MacDonald, chief labor
analyst for the state said '415e current
decline, Is primarily duelo increased
hiring throughout industry."
The statewide average of 3.6 per cent
remains well below the national rate of
6.4 per cent for May. The state average
in April was 4.4 percent.

State figures show Calloway County
with a civilian labor force of 12,646, out
of o total labor force of 1,419,155
throughout the state.
There were 12,296 persons employed
in Calloway County in May,leaving 350
persons out of work.
Graves
County
showed in
unemployment rate of 4.6 per cent in
May, compared to 6.8 per cent in April.
Marshall County had an unemployment
rate of 5.7 per cent, compared to 7.5 percent in April, and down from 10.5 per
pent in March. Trim County's rate for
May was 2.7, down from 4.1 in April and
5.4 in March.
The rate of unemployment in the
Western Kentucky region was 3.2 per
cent, pith Ballard and Hopkins
Counties sharing the low level of 1.8 per
cent, while Mercer County had the
highest rate at 5.7 per cent.

200 Attend Reunion At
Old Hardin High School
HOT WORK—Working a tobacco field with mules is not the coolest job in
the world, especially in weather like this. Working the mules are Bobby Hill,

with White Kate, and his grandfather Hester H. Brown, with Alice. Brown and
his grandson were working in a 25 acre field of tobacco on the Brown farm,
on Route Four.

AP News Analysis

Home Improvement Page Debuts

Action Wouldn't Affect
Carroll,Stovall Terms
FRANKFORT, Ky(AP)-Whatever
independent body free of the executive
happens regarding the power of the
influence of the governor."
lieutenant governor's office won't be
Terry McBrayer, currently Carroll's
implemented until both Gov. Julian - Choice to succeed him in 1979; told
Carroll and U. Gov. Thelma Stovall
Carroll as a House member in 1974 he
finish their terms.
_
wasagainst the proposal_
The governor has made it clear that if
See POWER,
the legislature decided to restore some
'Page 12, Column 6
responsibilities of the lieutenant
governor, Mrs. Stovall's sUccessor
would be the beneficiary.
The sequence would be logical, for it
lieutenant
was
Carroll
as
governor-and Senate president during
the 1974 session-who pushed the bill
. which removed the No.2 officeholder as
chairman of the prestigious LegislatiVe
Research Commission.
A local man has been charged in..
the
Of course, Carroll
f
w s pretty sure at
connection with a raid on,a home west
time he would be ected governor
of - Murray Saturday afternoon,
in 1975-L-as he was by 'n overwhelming
according to Kentucky State Police.
margin-and the 1974 legislation in
Troopers confiscated 1,710 cans and
effect gave him control of the LRC.
of beer, and 53 fifths of assortedbottles
The strangest twist would be if Mrs.
liquors, in the raid at four p.m.
Stovall became'the next governor and
Saturday.
found she had to deal with a lieutenant
Glen Dale Underhill was charged ,
governor whose power had been
possession of alcoholic beverages
with
revived by the 1978 General Assembly.
for purpose of resale in a local dry
But that potential irony is pure
option territory, according to state
speculation, suffice it to say that
Carroll plans to stand aside when next
Underhill was-released on 8250 bond
year's assembly considers the question.
appearing before County Judge
after
"The historical influence of the
Robert O. Miller.
'question should be considered
-free of
the governor's position," he said in an
interview.
Carroll said he will augge3t to- the
assembly that the major question is
"what duties, if any, -should
legislatively be designated for the
office of the lieutenant governor."
TVA power supplies on hot days are
The legislature should not consider
expected to be tight for the rfqd of the
restoring the lieutenant governor to the
LRC • "just to give (him or her) summer, with demands running
substantially above last summer's
)inething to do.
.it ought to be
levels,
the agency said today.
considered on its merits," he said.
Power demand§ already have
The governor's professed intent when
reached record summer levels, with the
he suggested the change years ago was
hottest weather yet to come, according
to make the bipartisan 1RC "an

Local Man
Charged After
Raid Saturday

•

.

On Page Five Of Today's Paper,

••.

. .
A new weekly feature of The MurraY Ledger & Tunes - a building and home improvement page - makes its debut in today's edition of the newspaper.
.
.
.
The page, which will be published each Tuesday, will contain articles-and
iylr
oustratieonsorhom:
ms
on co tainedonthe
improvement ideas, honle plans and ideas for the do-ityourselfer.
page will be advertisements from local
merchants who can help thetiontieowner with improving his or her home.
Today's Home Improvement Page is oh page five. We hope you enjoy it.
Or

For Most Americans,'July 4 Was
Return To Low-Key Normality.

•
By The Associated Press
_
July 4, 1977: Bicentennial plus one.
For most Americans, this F*rth of
July was a return to low-key normality.
In most places the spirit was lighthearted. Billy Carter, the President's
brother, appeared at a World Champion
Pole-Climbing Contest and played softball in Lexington, Tenn. There were
fireworks and rallies, spicnics and
concerts, regattas and parades
throughout the land. And few dissenters
anywhere.
Racial turmoil, Vietnam, Watergate
seemed echoes of the past. And most
people weren't listening.
Instead, Air Force "demonstration

TVA Power Supplies On Hot
Days Expected To Be Tight

inside today
One Section -12Pages
At least 16 persons died in traffic accidents on Kentucky
highways during the July 4 holiday weekend, including.a
66-year old Benton man. See the story on Page 12 of
today's issue.
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Thirty-nine of the 40 clAsaen were
.repreOnted Saturday night as about
200 persons jammed the dining room at
the Old High School Building in Hardin
for the-first annual high school reunion. ,
There were six members of the class •
of 1917 but only two survive. However,
both were on hand for the gala affair., _
Mrs. Hontas TreVathan Castleberry, at
79 came frinn Hamilton, Ohio, to claim
the prize awarded to the oldest
g,raduate. Louis Jackson was the other
member of that Brit graduating group
and he came from Paducah.
Most other classes through 1956, the
final year, did not have that high
percentage, but only 1933 waS missing.
The newest class had been out 21 years
so most were able to exclaim over
additional weight, gray hairs, and
grandchildren,a spokesman said.
Thercrin -Senior Citizens group
directed by Thelma Nanney served a

to Godwin Williams, TVA Manager :r f
Power. Use of air-conditioning duriac
hot weather causes large increases-al
power demands, and this is puttirw
severe strain on the TVA system. hc
said.
"We don't have all ,the generat:r.,,
capacity we had hoped for this •.“.•,
because of construction and ot!, delays," he said."As a result our po% t 7
reserves have been thin, and it ma
difficult to meet peak loads if the:.
when several generating units art
the line for repairs or servicing"
Each year more homes have a':conditioning, Williams said, and
addition industrial and conunercia of TVA-power has increased since 1•,':
summer because of improved econi
conditions.
- • Consumers can help by rernembe
It to be prudent in their power
particularly between 4:00, p. m
8:00, p. m. when hot weather.derm, t•
ate heaviest, he said. ,
"The most important step consurl,r,
can take is to turn thermostats up'
degrees or higher," he said.
realize this may be a
uncomfortable, but it can be a real
in meeting these unusual p•
demands,and at the same time save
the consumer's electric bill."

sumptuous meal topped off by fresh
peach cobbler which added further to
the already ample waistlines of some.
The group-elected Dr. Ray Mofield of
Hardin and Murray State University-as
president; and Dorothy 'Holland
Warren of Hardin as secretarytreasurer. Plans were made tO meet
again theldritth Weekend Of 1978. A
vice president and board of directors is
to be elected later.
.•

Grant Approved
For Local Articles
The Kentucky Humanities Council,
based in Lexington, has announced that
it has approved a grant for 61,550 to
Murray State University for a series Of
newspaper -- articles_ on significant
public issues which will appear this fall
in The Murray Ledger & Times.
The grant is an extension of a similar
pilot project which appeared in the
newspaper this past spring entitled
"Local Issues Forum."
The projecl—
will be directed by
Robert L. Burke, chairman of'Abe
Department of.History at Murray State \
and T. Wayne Beasley, a professor of
history at MSU, will be the assistant
project director. Gene McCutcheon,
editor of The Murray Ledger dr Times,
will coordinate the project for the
newspaper.
The articles were designed to provide
an avenue for humanities professors
and others to share their insights on
local and national problems with the
public. Responses from the public will
be encouraged.

baseball game.
Jets screamed over the Statue of
In Washington, the National Archives
Liberty and tiny racing sailboats
sealed a time capsule filled with
slapped the waters. of New York,
Harbor. Under sunny skies in . memorabilia from the Bicentennial to
Tuscaloosa, Ala., there were arts.and ._ be uncapped in 2076.
In Boston, the fireworks display
crafts, games for all ages, softball, rock
•
included a huge aerial bomb, designed
music miffbluegrass.
to create a quarter-mile wide red, white
Night skies exploded with fireworks
and gr'een chrysanthemum across the
over the Hudson River in New York,the
Av.
Charles River in Boston, the Mall in
Washington, D.C. - and over Muscle
Shoals, Ala., and countless small towns,
Actor John Cullum did the traditional
reading of the Declaration of
Independence at Federal Hall on Wall
'
Street in New York. Four to five
thousatfd people stood - intent,
respectful.
In Washington, health consultant
Larry Peaco relaxed against.a tree in
West Potomac Park and said he felt a
"collective relief. All the bad stuff is
over ... Maybe the last of the Watergate.
ghosts have been exorcised."
The day was not entirely harmonious,'
but thediscord was scattered.
At John F. Kennedy International
Airport in New York, a gunman seized
a bus and held its passengers hostage
for nine hours before being captured.
Two people,were killed.
In
anti-Nazi
Skokie,
Ill..
demonstrators rallied against the
threat that courts will allow an
American Nazi group to march through
the town, where 7,000 survivors of Nazi
concentration camps live.
In Columbus, Ohio, state highway
patrolmen quickly broke up a fracas
between rallying Ku Klux Klansmen
and counter-protestors who used clubs
and-fists to try to prevent the rally. *
In Oakland, Calif., where Black
Panther leader Huey Newton was in jail
pending efforts to release him on bail
while he awaits trial, a march and rally
for "jobs and justice" was scheduled but its political tone made it unusual for
this year.
In nearby Berkeley, a Fanta-sy
Doug Hampton, 16, works at clearing away an area for a lature irchery
Costume Parade was staged, and
range at Hillman Ferry Campground in Land Between The Lakes, IVA's
across the bay in San Francisco, the
170,000-acre public demonstration area located in western Kentucky and'
main event was a fireworks display at
Tennessee. Hampton is working with the Youth Conservation Corps in
Candlestick Park baseball stadium.
Land Between The lakcis and is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Ron Hampton of
preceded by music by the Golden Gate
Murray.
Park Band and a daytime Giants'
(IVA Photo bv Robert nun(an)
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Carolyn Calilitll

Your Individual
Horoscope

Is Oaks Medalist
Carolyn Caldwell. was the
medalist for the ladies day
golf held at the Oaks Country
Club on Wednesday, June 29,
according to Polly Seale,
hostess.
Others named were Essie
Caldwell, first flight, Doris
Hobe, second flight, Pat
Winchester,third flight, Betty
Shepard, low putts, Saundra
Edwards, longest drive, and
Burlene Brewer, closest to
hole on No. 3.
The Inter-City Ladies golf
tournament will be held at the
Oaks Country Club on Wednesday, July 6.

'Duo.

FOR WEDNESDAY,JULY S.

By Abigail Van Buren

MUSICAL RECITAL — Participating in the recital of music students of Linda Wright

and Carol Kelly were, left to right, back row, Tonya McCuiston, Carla Bamett, Roy

To Plav Tennis Here

Youngblood, Ann Harcourt, Jamie Barnett, Wendy Lovett, Cindy Bazzell, second row,
Mrs. Kelly, Michael Garrison, Jill Burkeen, Pat Ham, Vona Darnall, Vicki Edwards, Vonnie Hays, Anna Erwin, Cheryl Johnston, kneelinrSZacey Willet, Dada Youngblood,
Leslie Coop, and Stephanie Hays. Not pictured were Ricky Harrison and Mrs. Wright.
Each student was presented with a performance certificate. Other awards given by
Mrs. Kelly were: Best all around to Tonya McCuiston and Most Practice Hours to Carla
Barnett. Awards by Mrs. Wright included: Most years to Cheryl Johnston, special
student to Wendy Lovett, special helper to Cindy Bazzell, and best grades in rhythm
class to Ann Harcourt, Special recognition was given to Stephanie Hayes, Ricky
Harrison, Ann Harcourt, Vona Darnell, and Vicki Edwards for participation in Mrs.
Wright's rhythm class who was assisted by Cindy Bazzell.

Pairings for the Advanced
Group of Women's Tennis of
the Murray Country Club for
play on Thursday,July 7, have
been released as follows:
Nine a. m. — Lillie Johnson,
Georgianna Moffitt, Kathy
Peggy
Burchfield, and
Billington.
Nine a. •m, — Rosemary
. Warner, Sharon Brown, Lila
Lusk, and Bettye Htukter.'
Nine a. th. — Lou, Ann
HOSPITAL
Philpot; Terri Burke, Patsy
Miller, and Sally Crass. .
Ten a. m. — Donna Keller,
Nancy Walston, Shirley 06-27-77.
Boone, and Judy rt$11. • -

I
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ADULTS 126
NURSERY 08
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Girl Todd (Mother
Virginia), Rt. 5, Murray,Raby.
Girl Anderson (Mother Lisa),
Rt. 2, Springville, Tn.
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Late beans can ,be planted
The rains of last week.have
DISMISSALS ,
certainly been delightfUl. I now and those little delicious
Miss Betty M. Mtlarn;x415 -watched frcirri-my window as butter peas planted now will
Routon, Paris, Tn., Mrs.• the refreshing showers fell bring in some mighty good
Peggy J. Thorpe and Baby steadily one afternoon and I eating before the frost comes.
wonderfully
have
Girl, Rt. 1, Farmington, Mrs. could see the thirsty earth We
Cynthia G. Newport and Baby drinking tip eery drop and I productive soil all through this
could also believe the plants area and with a little help it
Girl, Rt. 2, Benton, Mrs.
were stretching up their necks will grow almost .,anything.
Patricia A. Ward and Baby
This humid weather is hard
to catch every bit that fell. It
Per Pose halving
Boy,Rt. _1, Farmington, Mrs. made a big difference in the on roses and is conductive, to
Thelma L. Chadwick, 106 S. 12, looks of everything in the blackspot. If possible keep the
Murray, Tony C. Sledd, Rt. 1, yard, s a good rain is worth yellowed leaves picked up and
Bx. 267, Murray, Mrs,Sharon,.more
For Each Original Print
-dozen bpi nadings 4estroyetcUse' a good rose
M. Scott, Rt. I, Murray, Miss
ith the hose. Water'needs to dust and if can be controlled
Minimum 10 For $4.90
Anita K. Wynn, Rt. 1, Bx. 412 get down to the roots"'and it Roses need plenty of water
•No Limit *AR Ages
Springville, Tn., Ronald E. probably saved some of the and light feeding to bring
*Groups Okay
Hobbs, 1631 °Farmer, Murray, growing things that needed them through.
Mrs. Sharon K. Stevenson, Rt. water so badly.
7, Benton, Charles. N. Axson,
I am afraid we have a long
The Professionals
301 3rd St., Hazel, Olis 0. hot Spell ahead of us during
753-0035
HIS. 12tIt
Roach (expired), Rt. 1, July and maybe a shortage of
Free Parkias In kw
Kirksey.
rain. This will mean an increased water bill, but we
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Ain't let plants die. We can
Mrs. Michael Ingersoll of
.cultivate f,requentlyo. and Murray
Route Three No been
MULCH heavily. All.,of this
dismissed
from the Western
get
just
can
will help. If we
through July, things shouldbe Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
easier.
PATIENT AT PADUCAH
Cut back the pansy plants
Henry A. Doron of 'Murray
You might not think so when the living room's still
they will put out new
and
now
jammed with packing crates. But you will—and 4 can help.
shoots for later blooming. Route Three has been a
As your WELCOME WAGON Hostess can save you time.
lieep_blassams..pic.ked off of...patient-at the Westera-Baptiatand money in
my basket of gilts.
all annuals as they take Hospital, Paducah.
And brighten up your family
Take a break and call me.
strength from plants and will
form seed. Then there will be
LOURDES' PATIENT
less bloom, and a shorter
Recently' dismissed from
- season.
Pests seem to thrive on hot Lourdes Hospital, Paducah,
So keep a good wat Mrs. Orville Anderson of
'Weather.
751-3079
'Cathryn Outland
supply of Sevin or similar Murray.
spray, for the vegetables.
Squash seem to be especially
MAYFIELD PATIENT
inviting to worms that will
Edward Ray Mathis of
literally eat up a squash in one
day.People who plant anything Murray was dismissed June 15
have to fight to be able to frem Community Hospital,
garner a crop. Beetles, bugs, Mayfield.'
worms, the weather all seem
to combine against us. But
HOSPITAL PATIENT
when we learn the right inMrs.
L. D.(Frances) Miller
secticide to use for various
pests and use them properly, is a patient at St. Mary's
For Program Information, Please Call 753-3314
we can keep them under Hospital, Room 3 E 226,
control. The County Agent can Rochester, Minnesota, 55901,
be of help in all such things where she underwent surgery
and is glad to tell us what to on July 1.
7• 20
do.
1006 Chestnut
9.15
Thru 7/7
$$$$$$$11111111.111111MMISUISIN
minima
21,11011111M1111111
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Artcrdt Studios

PERSMALS

Will you ever finish
moving in?

What kind of day will revitalizing of all interests.
tomorrow be? To find, out what Display your talents in
the stars say, read the forecast marketable areas.
given for your birth Sign.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
ARIES
Avoid being led astray by
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Mostly favorable influences. those who are heedless of
-Do not let pressures or tensions consequences, careless of
hamper steady, well-tempered responsibilities. You will face
action. Especially favored:. more distr ctions than you
research, written matters, think, so keejp your nerd.
personal relationships.
CAPRICORN
TA1JRUS
(Dee. 22 to Jan. 24)
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
You
rarely
imitate,
Above-average opportunities preferring to produce in your
indicated, but you may have to own way. However,this day will
seek out some for yourself. It require more attention to
will be possible now to obtain others' metheds and know-how.
cooperation you could not get in
the past.
AQUARIUS
GEMINI
'
(Jan. 21 to Feb, 19)
May 22 to June 21)
Express your ideas and
Make a dry run for future opinions discreetly but firmly.
reference in vital areas, but Don't leave stones unturned
with system and consistency, which may have gems beneath.
-not- sporadically or in haste. A generally good day — if you
Shun needless,arpment
cooperate.
CANCER
(June 72 to July 23) 0
PISCES
A potentially fine day. (oF
fuAefu
bco
.de
2 will keep you from
Through sheer force of perconservative
rrvative
Mar.20n
ad prudent
sonality, you can break down
opposition and get what you going overboard through
want.
misguided enthusiasm — a
LEO
tendency now. Be especially
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 4124A cautious in romantic matters.
— Personal relationships under
some restrictions. Don't discuss •
secret plans with anyone, or
YOU BORN TODAY are
you'll have reason for regret highly conventional and ultralater.
conservative; also idealistic
VIRGO
and humanitarian in your
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) irP t`11. impulses — could not only
Good Mercury influences succeed, but be eminently
stimulate your skills and happy in any career where you
capabilities. You should feel could be of sere to yow
enthusiastic about the way fellowmen, such is medicine,
things go now.
institutional or any other kind
welfare work. Teaching is alsO
(Sept.
Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) 411-61 an excellent field for you but,
Skepticism could defeat the here, you will have to learn to be
fully charged action this day more patient with those less
deserves. Believe in yourself gifted than yourself. If so inand in your' goals — and keep clined, you could take up
forging ahead.
writing —,with marked success.
SCORPIO
Traits W curb: jealousy and
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
hypersensitiyity. Birthdate of:
Stellar influences now favor John,Paul Jones, Amer. naval
novel pursuits, imaginative officer.

grok

Family Says Fiance
Beneath Her Station

-filuanced (;row)

1

Frances Drake

gr

DEAR ABBY: I am a 35-year-old widow contemplating
marriage to a widower. He,is affectionate,'trustworthy,
and thoughtful. He loves my children and they love him.
lie is a wonderful father to his own children. He cooks,
cleans, washes, irons and never 'complains. We couldn't
help but have smooth sailing, and I do love him, but my
problem is the strong objections my family has to this man.
They don't like him because our backgrounds are so
different. My parents are culture-conscious and somewhat
snobbish. My friend is the eldest of 15 children of a
struggling immigrant family. His English is not very good
because he hasn't had the educational advantages I've had.
;If left alone, I'm sure we could overcome these
differences, but I am very close to my family, and they
could make life unbearable for me if I were to marry this
man. I've told him yes, but wonder if perhaps I should
reverse my decision. Do you consider my parents'
objection too great a stumbling block?
UNDECIDED
DEAR UNDECIDED: Yes, because apparently you do.
When you are able to say,"I intend to live my own life with
a man of my choice, and it my parents don't like it, they can
lump it," I'll reverse my answer.
,
DEAR ABBY: I don't know what lam writing to you for.
My problem is money,and you can't help me unless you get
big-hearted and send me a check for $50,000. I own my own
business and make good money, but my wife spends it
faster than I can make it. To make matters worse, I have
four- daughters who are-exactly like their mother. I am
drowning in bills every month, and there doesn't seem to
15e_any-end to it. Will you please tell my wife and daughters
to quit being extravagant?
OWES PLENTY
DEAR OWES: No, that's YOUR JOB. It's bad enough
to have spoiled your wife, but you are guilty of
perpetuating the crime by raising four more females in her
image. Turn off those charge accounts, Dad, and put your
wife on an allowance.
DEAR -ABBY'-- A girl t-wnrk-wlth la-getting' married
soon, and she wants to borrow my wedding gown and veil.
'She's not even a close friend, but she's seen pictures of my
wedding and'says that's exactly the kind of gown and Veil
she's always wanted. Unfortunately, we're the same size,
too.
Abby,-1m saving my wedding gown for my two younger
sisters to wear —and someday I will have daughters who
will want to wear it. So many of my friends have told me
they let someone wear their wedding gowns and they were
returned in terrible condition that I hate to take the chance.
What story can tell this girl so I won't have to let her
wear it? / hate to have her mad at me,as we work together
every day.
SIZE TEN

n4Y-

Your Ears Pierced FREE
With aparchase of piercing earrings
•••••••,
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DEAR TEN: Why make up a story? Tell her the truth.
CONFIDENTIAL TO R. IN ST. PAUL:- fon must be
kidding! It is highly improper for Sue and her boyfriend
pnd her boyfriend's mother to sleep in the same bed. I
don't care WHO sleeps in the middle!
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We will be closed
all day
Wednesday, July 6
to prepare
for our

CA
25%,050'

OFF
Sofas, Ch-airs, loveseats
Bedroom Groups
Dining Groups
Lamps & Accessories
Accent Pieces
--recliners
Patio Furniture

July Clearance
Sale
Sale Begins Thursday, July 7
at
10:00 a.m.
7he

Step oeadcier
Open Mon.through Sat. 10-6
Bc4-Air Shopping (enter
Except Fri., Open 10-8
emaivireusweveusia00000not00000stem0000000ortunitiouR

FREE DEStGN ASSISTANCE
FREE DELIVERY

/
1 2 OFF Light Fixtures

25% OFF Sofa Beds
USE McBRIDE'S REVOLVING CHARGE
liANKAMERICARD/ VISA
MASTER CHARGE

Ammo

....manna...•

•
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Botulism, Canning Methods
Discussed By Local Agent

Stow and Jackson
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everytaidy follows directions
to the letter. And even oldtime canners get careless or
make a mistake now and then.
That's why its a wise
precaution to boil all your
home-canned low -acid
vegetables at least 10 minutes
before serving,and 20 minutes
for corn or greens.
If you want to use home-

•
canned beans, for instance, in
a cold three-bean salad, boil
them 10 minutes first and then
cool them down for the salad.
, NUTRITIONAL CONTENT
Will that extra boiling titne
hurt the nutritional content-cif
vegetables? Yes, it will
down some on such nutrients
as vitamin C, but safety
factors overrule any loss' In
food value.

From The Desk Of
JEAN W. CLOAK
Calloway County Extension
Agent For
Home Economics
BOTULISM EXPLAINED
Regular spoilage in our
home-canned foods we can
recognize—the bulging lid, the
leaking seal, the spurting
liquid, the off-odor or mold.
We discard the food,scrub and
sterilize the jar. And we try to
be more careful in our food
s
e
Economic
f01"
Horne
preservation practices.
Committe
ADVISORY COMMITTEE MEETS—The Advisory
luna
for
met
Murray
High
School
But botulism spoilage is
at
Chapter
of
ers
America
and the Future Homemak
because you can't
help
to
group
ways
different
discussed
cheon meeting at DeVanti's on Wednesday,June 15. The
smell it. And you
or
it
home
and
see
to
make
improve
as
program
g
of
the
evaluatin
and
in the planning
the food for an
thste
NEVER
cong
continuin
proposed
were
economics better for students. Suggestions that were
Members of the various throughout the day by
could be fatal.
that
avor
off-fl
other
various groups from the
visiting
and
national
level,
state,
regional,
a
on
ts
home
economis
clubs and organizations in
tacts with other
Botulism is a toxin (poison)
area. An auction will be
on community
the
Farmingt
school systems by faculty and students, continuing home visits by teachers to studenheld every hour and prizes
noduced by clostridium
recently met and discussed
ts, encouraging eighth graders to take home economics and join FHA, to have older
that
spores
will be given away every
m
botulinu
follow-up
plans for the second annual
girls speak to classes, to bring in graduates to give talks, and to have a
hour, a spokesman said.
the soil. The
in
originate
n
y
students.
Farmingto
former
Communit
school
high
dbenefitte
s
has
program to see how home economic
All proceeds will go for
spores themselves are not
Day on Saturday July 30.
Those attending were, left to right, standing, Teresa Cunningham, past president of
improvement of the
the
grow
won't
They
.
dangerous
Those clubs represented
FHA and graduate of Murray. High, Charlotte Barker, guidance counselor, MHS, Mrs.
Community
on
Farmingt
botulism
were the Farmington
or produce deadly
Alfred (Jean)Lindsey, Jr., parent, Eli Alexander, assistant superintendent, Dorotha Bailey,
Building and grounds. The
A
air.
of
presence
p
die
FarClub,
in
Friendshi
toxin
is made
home economics teacher, Walter Apperson, parent and businessman, seated, Lucy
mington
Homemakers committee which
high-acid content in food also
the
-from
members
of
up
Lilly and Sally Crass, home economics teachers.
discourages their growth, Club, Farmington Optimist
suit Photo ivy Gene mecuidseon
various clubs asks that
be
on
Club,
can
Farmingt
Masonic
fruits
which is ,why
for the days activities
Lodge, and the Farmington
safely fanned in a boningabove be donated by
named
Chapter-of Future Farmers
water-bath canner.
• members of the comof
America.
But if these spores are
munity.
Activities for the day will
Diane Stow
WOO 14
in a low-acid food and
present
For further information
stalAtis*
a
flea
store,
country
include
heat,
sow.—
are not destroyed by
contact Howard Colley,
board,
&inking
market,
they can grow without air in
Donnie Arnett, Mrs. Robert
Mr, and Mrs. Bill Stow of Palmersville, Tn., announce the
bake sale, concession
foods.
of
jars
sealed
Mrs James Ray
Colley,
Ky.
daughter,
of
y
their
of
••
.
Universit
5
marriage
ng
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By
Tuesday,
engagement and approachi
stand, childrens pet show,
tor
Kenneth
STEAM-PRESSURE CAN
or
Flood,
" Piano
workihop
,County gxtension.Agents
games,and contests. There
Diane,to James R.. Jackson,son of Mr.and Mrs. Paul Jackson
Galli:Sway
three
for
NER
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s
will
teachers
beheld
No.
Economic
Home
Assembly
For
be
will
nment
entertai
Murray
of Murray.
Approved canning methods,
A nail polish bottle can
Miss Stow is a graduate of Palrnersville High School. She Order of the Rainbow for Girls days at Murray State
a
using
include
received her B. S. degree in secondary education from the will meet at the Masonic Hall University and .pail John C. easilY be knocked over, or the which .
• applleator brushed -onto a pressure canner for all meats
Winter for information.
University of Tennessee at Martin and a M. A. T. degree in at seven p.m.
presently
is
She
y.
Universit
favorite garnient as you and low-arid vegetables, raise
State
Lakes•
Murray
from
ics
mathemat
the
Land
Between
.
Education
of
stroke fingernails, For Prompt the temperatures to 'meiemployed by the Calloway County Board
Senior Citizens new _office
will
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it is wise to have a enough levels long enough to
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of BolivarStow and the will opin at 203 South -5th activities
sit -remover keep:Ihe roods-saft • from
at
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walk
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polish
discOveq
Mrs.
and
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Mr.
late
late Mrs.Stow of Dresden, Tn.,and the
Street
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Sfition at three p.
handy. The first step in' botulism and free Of other
Winstead of Palrnersville, Tn.
School
High
is to place the *stain types of spoilage. County
removal
will
Calloway
of
Mr. Jackson is a graduate
Murray TOPS Club
When- tomatoes are overand is employed as staff manager with the Kentucky Central meet at seven p. m. at the ' Kenlake ,State Park se- face down on paper towels and
.
they' decline in acidity,
remOver
medicinal
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granthe
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area
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and
sponge
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Health Center:
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which
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walk
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dson of the,late Mr. and Mrs. Bob Jackson and the late
to choose only
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M
ihe
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4
house
Murray.
of
all
Mrs. J. I. Brandon,
Social for seventh and eight
just-right-forthe
at
those
sponging
scavenger
at
23,
July
continue
,
frequently
The wedding will be solemnized on Saturday,
grades of Oaks Country _Club
of
• stage-eating
s;
m.,
pool
p.
fresh
at
One
disappear
recepA
stain
Murray.
exthe,
Cburch,
untir
Baptist
Memorial
the
eight p.-m. at
will be held from eight to
ts
specialis
Food
.
matqrity
at
jmpool
at
hotel
a
garment
travaganz
the:
•
'Launder
tion will follow at the church.
eleven p. m. with the comrpripmmend.-the addition
macrame
al:so
p.
2:30tirte_Mil.
:
wedding
not
the
.
_Do
.
attend
to
inediately
invited
are
relatives
and
Ginni
friends
All
mittee composed of _
workshop for ages 12 and up in pOlish remover on acetate' or of lemon juice, vinegar, or
.
and the reception.
Hopkins, Brenda Estes, and
t! citric acid. To each quart of
thed-r; send these
hotel recreation room at 3:30 Arn to
fabrics
fab
Della Boggess.
tomatoes or tomato jitce, you
gleaner.
p.: m., volleyball delight at item to
court at 4:39p. Ift., -Dean- Roper, Courthoupe, should add one of " the
tennis
hotel
Va teispoon al
Kenlake State Park ac- fishing seminar at hotel Mayfield.
teaspoons of
tivities will include junior Meeting moth at seven p. m.,
- citric acid,
+±+++'
naturalist programs at 10:30 " and sing-a-long at Barden
bottled lemon juice, or: 2
Potpourri is simple to put. tablespoons of 5 percent
a. m. and 2:30 p. m. at cam- room of hotel at eightli. m.
amphitheater,
pground
together and Makes a fine gift. .• vinegar.
treasure hunt at hotel front
Dixieland Center
Bowling.for Senior Citizens Suip the roses early in the day
porch at 1-!30 p. m., burlap will be at 1:30 p. m. at Cor- when they are at their peak
BOIL BEFORE EATING
flowers at hotel recreation vette Lanes.
and place the petals, along
Every season there are
room at 3:30 p. m..,- tennis
• with any other flowers you. many first-time canners. Not
lessons for beginners at hotel
Thursday, July 7 - -- -want to dry, on a_ sheet of
tennis court at'4:30 p.In, w__114
--4-r-Wemen of the newspaper to dry in a warm,
Mutray
'raspberry demonstration of Moose will'ineet at eight p: M.. well-ventilated spot away
arts and crafts at hotel lobby
from the.light. Include la few
Three tender pieces of Ocean
at seven p. m., and Lakeside, Calloway County Library leaves for color. Stir mixture
Cod Filet. Breaded and deep-fried Singers at hotel meeting room Board of Trustees is scheduled daily until petals and leaves
at 8:30 p. m.
are completely dry. and
to golden brown. Served
to meet at seven p. m.
of
brittle. Next Combine spices in
choice
with your
6
July
y,
a
mixing • bowl: 1 'teaspoon
open
Wednesda
be.
will
k
Tthic
:Center
Ellis
OtaTO
---pHodge
Mts.
1 tablespoon allspice,
and
nutmet,
m.
p.
Mr.
three
to
m..
from ten a.
.slice of Stockade
ll be honored on for senior citizens with 2 tablespeons powdered
th
50
eredithwi
h
M
t
Toast. A $2.48 niveeirrsary
weddingoithar
m., hand orrisroot(you can get it at the
devotion at 10:05
value for only..
tablespoon
reception atwdrk
and visiting at 10:30 a. drug store),
3 tablespoons
their home near Aurora from m., sack lunch at noon, and- cloves, a
n. Fill an apothecary
cin
two to 4:30 p. m.
table games at one p. m.
_
porcelain, or glass)
ar
(stone,
INCLUDES
aye ofpetals--with
alternate
acCircles of_ South Pleasant
Kenlake State Park
Grove United Methodist tivities will include kiddie and spices. Cover. Sniff... Salad and Church Women will have a walk at front porch of hotel at ',Judy Hetterman, Hickman.
dinner at the Holiday Inn.
11:30 a. m., aie-Weky tourDrink
4;iament at hotel game room at
The main reason for.
Hardin Senior Citizens will 1:30 p. m....water balloon toss
g a vegetable garden
cultivatin
have a work day from 9:30 a. on front porch of hotel at 2 30 is' weed -control. Weeds rob
m,to three p. m. at the center. p. m., Kenlake games on front vegetables of water, plant
THE FAMILY STEAKHOUSE
larn of hotel at 3:30 p. rn.. foods,space and light. Soil in a
macrame workshop at hotel loose condition also aids in
recreation room at 4:30 p. rn . catching rainfall.. Many
rks •-st
-: vegetable crops. have moA of
"
ICPnt ickF State--Pa
show at hotel meeting room at their roots in the-top few inseven p. m.,.and square darli
cues of soil. Therefore.'
at campground bath house ,,t cultivation should -be - as'
p. m. _
— • \'
shallow as.pessible and only
comov
V -4
as often as 'necessary to
.
senioi
_Shopping for
-aeontrol weeds and break a
will be held and call by
hard crust. Deep cultivation'
All Evening
in. and 11:30 a. m. to 75:0,2z) can..greatly reduce yields.
Summer
&
Spring
ArSilver
Gold
for transportation.
.
• • - Maxine Griffil,

eat

Second Annual Farmington
Community Day On July 30

rov.

Miss

COMMUNITY
CALENDAR

• Coffee Cup
Chatter

Ika41) Summer

clearance

bunt_o_n_tote _porch _

1/2
& More

Put a little
sizzle into your

Dor-Mae

Wednesdar!y.
Fish Filet Dinne

$

Free

lftLOIN

TOCICADE

Sale Begins
July 5th at 9:00

There
Must be
A Better
Way

r

Hardin Senior Citizen'
, Senior Citizens... here's a
hlie a-potluck supper at
challenge. Share with us your
m.
4

75

Ever get tired of doing business with a firm who is
doing you a fitvor when they sell.to you? Let us at
Cagle business SVstems pro'k e that the customer is
KING,
A

115 South 4th st.
12050(1111 4th tit.
urru,. K.
Paducah. k.
753-1763
Phone:
31
112-93
Phone:
IN 1111isti 11.1.10. 4 %LI. 527-1621
•
--..••••••••••••

+

yourself.}kW those around •
you.-You don't have to be a
physician to be a healer. You
don't have to be a nwse to aid
the ill and lonely. You don't
have to be a man of'the cloth
or wear a nun's habit to hold
out a • -helping hand in a
moment of crisis'. You don't
have to be a'parent to ,pass
along your experiences to
'boys and girls. You don't have
to wait for the day when you'll
have nothing but leisure: to
have siisnething, to do, help
someone else along the road
You've already traveled, the
:Mrs.
lime to begin is now
• Sue Fraser, Bardwell.

Land Between the 1..akr,.
activitierwill includt h‘,7
dloom weaving worksh,
'Empire Farm from 931
to 3:30 p. m
preregistration needed
color slide show on
Center Station at two
Junicif golf will
Murray Country--Club
a. m.

Just give a call.

CAGLE BUSINESS SYSTEMS

•

inattuctions 01
resistant textiles sh..
followed strictly he, .
proper care may es—
the fabric highly fl
For esariiiife, soap ..
water mineral dep. counteract the ei
flarne-retatdant

Shoes &
Sandals

1/3'1/2 oft

1/2

Handbags

1/3 to1/2 off
o
33Ale cannot
. .
accept Bank Americard
.or Master Charge
on Sale Merchandise

Dry Wood Better
Seasoned or dr !ember ha
greater stability. ,paiatabilit‘
and "nail-holding power than
green or unseasoned wood.
,

Shoes&
Sandals

_

We cannot '
accept Bank Arnericard
or Master Charge
on Sale Merchandise

Shoe
tre

753-8339

Southside Manor
-..00•Ifflan

•

'

_
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Interesting Sidelight
Chandler seemed to have the upper
FRANKFORT - Much has been
for
written in recent weeks about the
hand in the Democratic primary
of
April
early
or
ive
March
governor up to
apparent campaigning of prospect
1963. Breathitt really hit the campaign
gubernatorial candidates y,fore the
trail, adapting the successful theme
U.S. Senate race next year.
song of Gov. Matthew Welsh of Indiana.
The cry from the administration
It was "Look him over,"
camp is that the prospective candidates
Breathitt won the primary.
should wait until after the race of
Senator Walter Dee Huddleston for re, On another campaign note, the
Carroll people are quarreling with
election.
George Atki about running while he is
The losing race of former Lt. Gov.
in office, ytcat certainly isn't anything
Wilson Wyatt in 1962 is used as an
spent his four years as
new. Carr
example.
lieutenant governor making his
The humorous part of the Wyatt race
contacts for his own gubernatorial
hasn't been retold, and I think it is one
campaign..Gov. Wendell Ford and his
ofthe interesting sidelights of Kentucky
strong supporter J. R. Mater failed to
politics.
get Carroll in the U. S. Senate race and
• Wyatt was trying to' unseat
Ford took on Marlow Cook.
Republican Thruston Morton. A.B.
Ford also used his office as lieutenant
( Happy) Chandler had announced his
governor to run for the governorship.
1963 campaign for governor against
Even stronger than that, Miller used
Edward T. Breathitt. It was no secret
Ford's Capitol office during the 1970
that Chandler was secretly helping
legislative session to pressure
Morton as part of his effort to defeat the
campaign donations for Ford.
Combs-Breathitt faction of the party.
t
farm
There's always talk about getting an
prominen
LaMott,
Golloday
incumbent state official to resign if he
leader and former Fair Board member,
is campaigning for a statewide office.
also lived in Hopkinsville and was a
This is nothing new. Robert R. Martin,
strong Breathitt supporter. In the 1962
when he was superintendent of Public
Senate race;La Mott toolrout a full page
Instruction under Chandler; Was Gov.
ad in the Hopkinsville New Era
Bert T. Combs'campaign manager.
supporting Breathitt. His wording was
Editorials across .the state didn't
a little unfortunate. One bold linear' the
phase Martin. He held ontohis office
'ad gaid, "A vole for Wyattis a vote for
until his term expired and he was
Ned 'Breathitt."
successful in electing Combs.
When Wyatt found out about this, he
Martin then became Finance
is attributed as saying, "Good God.
Commissioner tinder Combs and after
Goladay."
about a year became president of
The Morton forces immediately had
Eastern Kentucky State University at
thousands of the ads produced in
Richmond. He did an excellent job
'circular form and scattered from all
there and retired last year.
over the state. .
Now, he will be in the Kentucky
No one really knows whether this
defeat
to
Wyatt's
ted
Senate when the legislature convenes in
incident contribu
1978. If he is as good asa senator as he
or not, but some of the politicians and
so.
thought
t
Frankfor
around
s
was in his other public-positions, his
observer
districtwill haven° cause for regret.
Another strange part of this is that

1

By GENE McCUTCHEON
Murray Ledger & knobbly
.416.
1`1

Opinion Page
Inide Report

It% Rm.

Perplexed doctors, respectful af
warnings from the federal Food and
Drug Administration that saccharin
may cause cancer, still are reluctant to
give up what they believe tb be an
important tool in controlling diabetes
and other diseases.
And they have endorsed the
continued sale of saccharin, suggesting
that it carry a label admonishing that
the artificial sweetener may be
dangerous.
One physician dramatized the
dilemma during a debate among the
AMA's House of Delegates, saying, "I
hope my diabetic patients live long
enough, tq get cancer of the bladder
from saccharin."
Congress, too, has taken note of
saccharin's promise to dieters. A
Senate committee rejected a Houseapproved measure that would block a
proposed FDA ban of saccharin only
after assurances that a separate bill
would be expedited prohibiting the ban
Jor 18 Months.
The basis for the FDA action, now
scheduled for Oct. I, is a series of
Canadian tests showing that the
substance caused cancer in rats.
The reprieve for saccharin proposed

tiolicrt

by Congress will allow further research
to rebut or confirm the Canadian
conclusions, intensive search for
another sugar substitute or, perhaps,
adoption of the medical group's
recommendation. The delay is
warranted.
0+0
Just because you're not paranoid
doesn't mean they're not out to get you.
0+0
The partially deaf population of the
United States is up to an estimated 20
million, reports the Health Insurance
Institute-about one in 10 people in the
nation with some degree of hearing
loss.
And some two million Americans
have so little hearing capacity thatthey
are unable, to understand normal
speech.`
The two groups with the highest
incidence of hearing problems are
premature children and our older
population.
According to the National Health
people
Committee,
Education
developing the sclerotic changes of old
age have a far higher incidence of
sensory derve deafness than people in
younger groups.
At the same time, the incidence of
hearing problems in premature
children is nearly seven times that
found in children delivered normally.

Looking Back

Garter's Real
Energy Policy?

10 Years Ago
A federal grant for $37,742 has been
awarded to the library at Murray State
'University, according to Dr. Ray
Mofield, assistant to the MSU.
president.
Pfc. Joe Pat Cohoon, son of Mr. and
Mrs. John Cohoon, has suffered flesh
wounds and is now in a base hospital in
„ Vietnam.
Boiler Third 'Class ,James E,
Rickman is serving at DaNang,
Vietnam with the Naval Missile
Construction Battalion.
Deaths' reported include George
Collins, Cleatus P. Cooper, and Larry'
Vernon Waldrop.
Winners in the Jaycee Junior Golf
Johnny
were,
Tournament
Quertermous, Bob -Taylor, - David
Buckingham,and Dow Ryan.

the same.
new voluntary quotas placed on
WASHINGTON - President Carter
who .heard Mr.
smen
The
Congres
Japanese TV sets exported to the U. S.
Ways
House
the
of
startled members
asked
not
have
day
that
Carter
an agreement high U. S. officials felt
and Means Committee in a private
s publicly for one reason: the • had infuriated Tokyo.
question
suddenly
he
when
week,
session last
session was off the record and they are
Mondale, obviously reflecting his
referred to a "great national treasiire"
,
ng that ground rule.
respecti
told friends that Strauss's success
boss,
the
in
reserves
gas
and
oil
of untapped
•
a
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An
communi
unusual
gotiator was a question "Of trade_ne
as
for
e
U. S. which would be availabl
annuitant may also be entitled.
very high official in the Japanese
Strauss keeping so many balls in the air
program.
energy
his
under
use
HEARTLINE is 'a service for senior
future
The other July 1 increase is a 1.9 per
government has elevated the already
at the same time that no one knows
The underlying philosophy of the
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to
raise in the -Tier II- portion of
cent
high . prestige of Ambassador Robert
where they are except him."
stressed
Always
has
program
Carter
answer questions and solve problems
retired railroad employe- and spouse
Mr. Carter's fast-talking,
Strauss,
A footnote: President and Mrs.
a
or
of
y
question
discover
than
a
rather
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have
conserva
you
fasl. II
, the Tier II
However
.
trade
.
special
d
annuities
quick-foote
took Strauss and his wife, Helen,
Carter
oil
and
gas
these
ing
in
new sources of diminish
. problem ran answered
increase is not subject to reduction for reserves. Congressmen have often
representative. In a confiding mood
to the Kennedy Center to see Marcel
E.
114
INE,
HEARTL
Write
,
columns
with an intimate several days ago in his
Social Security entitlement. This heard Mr. Carter spell out the rationale
Marceau from the presidential box on
Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
H amount
t
Jier..
the
Vice
Presiden
in
House
Office,
White
increase
16, an unusual occurrence for a
its
June
of conserving energy by reducing
45381. Senior citizens will receive
Mondale described the confidential
ts the first of four annual
represen
ber of the Georgia Mafia:
non-mem
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e
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but—nev
must
prompt replies, but you
the 1974 use
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extraord
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• conserving energy
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ial campaign outsider to the
president
a
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printed
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n
will
America
4
most useful replies
Widows and other- survivors, on the
presidential inner circle worries
old
treasure" for future use.
this column.
It praised Strauss, whose
Hat Riddle, son of -Mr.and TvIrs:-FAT.
a 5.9 per cent -naticinal
receive
will
hand,
other
allies -who caution him that
Strauss
-mustrs
_consume
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reputati
of Murray, is doing a television
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both
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even
be
increase
cost-of-livingsometimes the road down can
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ential campaigii, I heard Jimmy
Pt
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show
However, like .the continue
.
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lip.
road
their
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than
faster
of foreign oil and gas to close the gap .brains, charm and snake oil, for the
Carter mention a National Health
performances in New York-City. He is
ingrease for retired employes 'and
between consumption and falling
Insurance program. Since he has been
increase
working with the Billy Graham
also
-living
cost-of
any
spouses,
domestic production, until substitutes
in office, though, I have not seen where
benefits
revival.
Security
By
Mindy
Social
Burdette
in
receive
they
become economically available.
anything has been done in this regard.
Second U. William F. Miller was
will be subtracted from their Tier I
to
going
are
we
when
The imnlicatigna af_the Pres.ideDts.
me
tell
you
.
Can
nexesse_
graduated from the Army's
i
recently
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railroad
statement about
geta program'?
Anti-Aircraft Artillery and Guided
s are effective almost offhand
increase
of
types
Both
"
preserving a "great nationaltreasure
ANSWER: President Carter did use a
Missile School,Fort Bliss,Texas.
for the month of June and will be first
15 to 25 years in- the future are
.for
proposed National Health Insurance
s
Increase
Dr. H. C. Chiles of Murray will be one
checks.
1
July
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reflected
a
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end
toward the
• Program to help him become elected.•
of
the featured speakers at the Baptist.
in time for the profound. It came
Paid
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not
would
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made.
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delivery.of the merchandise
A local batik recently received a bill
90-minute session on Wednesday, June
Yet, there will be no plan submitted
at
vely
Conference
Church
retroacti
Rural
paid
be
will
July 1 check
You may end up paying for something
from California for a listing in a
22, in the White House, in answer to
during 1977.
ille July 8-10.
Hopkinsv
date.
later
a
at
that you hever receiv,e.
business directory. The invoice stated
questions from Reps. William .Steigert
Health, Education and Welfare
Births reported include a gir1,11ancy
Also changing July 1 will be the
Any mailed material that could be
that a person in the bank "authorized"
of Illinois, I..
Crane
Philip
n,
of
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Secretary Joseph A. Califano, Jr., told
from
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By ANDY LANG
Under the new one, they can The Gem City Savings AssoAP Newsfeatures
use whatever they wish pro- ciation of Troy, Ohio, clarifies
From various sources come vided the materials meet cer- a point that may have misled
• these bits of information of in- tain performance tests. The some prospective home buyers.
building components will be in- It says that, under an amend-.
terest to the homeowner
What are known inthe real spected at their place of manu- ment to a 1974 law, financial inestate industry as "empty nest- facture by certified engineers stitutions must supply precise
ers" represent the majority of or testing firms approved by calculations on costs one wort- _
condominium buyers, ac- the Building Code Standards ing day before nosing IF the
cording to a survey by Chicago C o in in ittee. The building* buyer requests it.
developer Bernard Katz.Empty themselves will be inspected at
nesters are married couples, the installation sites by local
Do-it-yourselfers will find
usually over 40, with no de- building officials. Builders in
pendents at home, who are all, parts of the country have much 'helpful information in
seeking the amenities of home been campaigning for codes of Andy Lang's handbook, "Pracin a condominium unit. The this type for many years. tical Home Repairs," available
study showed that they "want Ilhodt Island joins the small by sending $1.50 to this newsto get out from under the bur- list of states that have paid paper at Box 5, Teaneck, N. J.
heed.
07666.1
dens of single-family home
ownership and maintenance,
yet at the same time enjoy the
advantages of life in a singlefamily dwelling."
•
A ntw permanent exhibit in
Museum of His, and Technology at the
By ANDY LANG
sander, I still do quite a bit of
in
Institution
• Smithsonian
AP Newsfeatures
hand sanding. I never quite
Washington, D. C., is
- ',know that the thick- seem to know when. to use a
called "balloon frame-house
sheet flooring
built over 100 years ago. The ness of resilient in mils or hard backing for the sandpaper
is measured
and when to use a soft one. Can
balloon-frame method revoluthouSandths of an inch. What-I you help me?
construction
tionized
thickwhether
is
know
to
want
techniques in the early 1800s; it ness is related to wearability? '
A. - The finer the sanding
differed from old systems in the
A.- The floor's durability is
size ot the framing members, determined by the thickness or being done, the more important
the use of nails to hold the frame strength of what is called the it is that the backing have a
together and in the use of studs, "wear layer" or top layer. The give to it. When doing very
16 inches on center, that ran total thickness of the flooring coarse sanding, you might use
from the sW to the plate and can be misleading' in some a metal block; a little less
coarse, wood; for fine sanding,
roof.
cases, since most resilient
The president of the United flooring is made in layers. The a rubber or felt pad.
States League of Savings Asso- bottom is backing, in such
Q. - In shopping for sandciations, John Hardin, says the cases, the middle layer.is cushone of them
nation's primary home-buying ioning and the.top layer Is the paper, I noticed
the term "open-coated" on
had
between30
those
group
age
one which gets the wear.
it. What does ,this mean and
and 44 - is growing faster than
what is that type of sandpaper
help
to
any other. He says that,
Q.- I often see reference to
for?". .
meet the demand, prospective a certain number of squares of used- Open coating means the
A.
homeowners should be given roaffng. What does this mean?
mineral particles on the backgreater flexibility in the types
A. - One square.--ia- the ing are spaced far apart. This
of available mortgages.
amount of roofing material re- makes the sandpaper especially
The Brick Institute of Amer- quired .to cover a 100-square- -suitable -for removing -paint --or
out
ica quotes a study carried
foot area of. roof surface. .An working on old finishes or gumby the Portland Cement Associ- area 10 Feet. by 10 feet would my surfaces because it allows
ation showing that brick walls constitute 100 square feet; thus, the sanded material to fall free
proved more efficient in cutting it would require one square de--without clogging theylper.
heating and cooling costs than ,.eating_ rnarerri:ak, to-cover -au- wnod-watis. Stotffereundtretetf-**area 10 feet by 10 feet.
Whjile fixing a piece ot
Q.
by and for companies turning
-old-stainedeglass in our house a
out wood products say the opposite. Take your pick.
• Q.- If the R numbers on in- few years hack, I became interA mortgage company in sulation stand for the thickness ested in Creating more designs.
Seattle, Wash., is issuing credit of the insulation, why not mere- in glass. I have since produced
' cards to qualified persons , ly say how thick the insulation many lamp shades, window orenabling them to use the cards is and forget about the R num- naments and wall -hangings
which- I now would like lo sell.
for the purchase of houses. The bers?
_ market plae for
card signifies that the company
A.- Because the R numbers Is _there
will back the boyer for a spe- stand for resistance to winter such items?
cific amount of money at the heat loss or'Sumtner heat gain,
A.- There probably are. sevgoing interest rates. The idea is not precise thicknesses. One,':eral publications that give such
waitIn
delay
to eliminate the
brand of insulation might be information. one I have seen is
ing for a purchaser's credit to slightly thicker or thinner than The Working Craftsmen, whicn
clear.
another, but if they're marked
A new standard building code with the same R number, they shows you how to exhibit and
goes into effect in Rhode Island will re iist - heat flow equally sell through art fairs, shops
this summer that allows more ,veil. Fr instance. R-19 "miner- and galleries and provides data
freedom in the cohstruction of a: woos bath are 5 to 7 inches on craft news and information
on new supplies. Its address is
houses, notably. in the use of
thick; -13 blankets 32 to 35-4. Box 42F, Northbrook, Ill. 60062.
new materials and methods.
inches.
tLickt, R-11, 3 to 4
Under the old "performance" .nches
;The techniques of using varcode, builders were told exactly.
nish, shellas.:, Laggoer„
- While-1_ have- a pov.4
what materials had to be used_ _
stain, wond filler, etc., are described in Andy Lang's booklet,.
"Wood Finishing in the Home,"
available by sending 35 cents
and a long, STAMPED, self-adAre you tired of a wax build up in your kitdressed envelope to_(nowchen. Wp_h_siyegjjk floordn_donljejsx
-TM.Box 477, Huntington, N. Y.
11743. Mr. Lang regrets that
and it shines forever.
cannot be answered
questions
Needs
Tile
Your
All
For
individually, althuligh those of
See
general interest will be answered in the column.)

Hamilton Tile
& Masonry

Free Estimates

753-8500

FLOOR

Are You Planning To Remodel?? •
/4.A./VCI

"

,

753-4124

Sect to Murray Drive in Entrance

PAINTING

-

Residential-Commercial—Interior-Ex terior—Sproy-Brush-Roll
In Shop, Spraying of Yard Furniture - Shutters - Etc.

Parking Lot Striping
We Are Fully Insured
No Job Too Large orToo Small

FREE ESTIMATES
Dial 753-0839 or 753-528,7

CARLOS BLACK JR.
PAINTING CO.
406 Sunbury Circle, Murray

C.

Complete Built-In

KITCHENS
at Contractors Prices

THE ADDITION of one ..:411 of paneling in many instances
ran change the entire apin.rance of a room. In the room
shown above, for exampla.. the decorating goal was to
achieve the most drantati: liange at the least possible cost.
Replacement of floor or %Iraiow coverings, WA. ruled out:
so was replacing the furno ure. A single wall, in this case
Iwo sheota of 4 x 8 -pictiro.11ed hardboard paneling, was
decided up'per.-Th-er panchng is Masonite brand Briarcliff,
a rich-simulation of oak p.:::: I insets highlighted by detailed
panel strips. The elegant. formal appearance of the wall
paneling gives the room ..,Ided depth and dimension. It
attracts attention, yet rem :in- aesthetically pleasing. Every Icft the same, even wall applithingelse in the room
ques, plants and knick-kn,ok•. The difference? It's quitc
apparent, but you judge for sourself.

ATTENTION!
eneral Electric ATTENTION
General Electric brand
ROP-IN
EN
Built-In oven
WARS

and Cooktop owners

GE willpay
you $25°61*
toreplace
yourold
GEBrand
Modern methods make DROP-IN
care of carpets a snap OVEN RANGE

-

carpet ..is easy • with the
Your carpets and r..
are atnong the most x- help,-of some of the moden'new convenie9ce prod pensive furniShings
nets on your grocery shelf
your home. So, its I:
wonder that you want _Y
Easy way to save
take the best care of,i.K.
For heavy once- or
you can. That means
twice-a -year cleanings,
War cleaningia-hd atki.
there are a number of
tion to spot). nd.stain'
machines you can rent in
with the help of mod, :7
Your local store that shamcaritA:cars,technique
poo of "steam-clean" your
rugs. They're easy to -use
- Line kitchen floor
and nruchless expensive
Actually, when it
to cleaning, your ci.itrrr ' trittri- calling in it profesis _very much like y •••' sional. Just follow the directions carefully.
kitchen floor. Most
you frequently sweep -•
Vacuum elean I
kitchen to .„ remove
In addition, for regular
and crumbs and was.:-. •' in-between cleanings use
regularly to remove gr- •
Spry 'ri Vac no-scrub rug
dirt build-up.
cleaner. All you do is spray
e.:
your
Similarly,
it on, wait until the foam
needs to be vacuumed
dries ahd then vacuum up
remove the gritty dirt ::.•• the dried foam and dirt'
can shorten its life - T.
Your carpet is clean and
should be done a miniti.• •
bright again.
of once a week, using
Spray 'n Vac is also exslow strokes and
cellent for removing spots
over each area st.,1- r
and stains. The trick .,is
times. For -best re'
always to treat the spot
your Vacuum should
immediately - spoon up
be in top working
•
any solid material and
dition.
blot up any liquids, Then
lust spray it on. following
Don't allow dulling
the directions on the can
, Furthermore, like
Carpet, care is easier
kitchen floor, it's. in;
than you think. So, if
tant to "wash- Yar ,•.You're thinking of trading
peting to remove CT
in your old rugs for new.
soil and grinle. You
not havehave noticed the
why not try brightening
them instead with some
ual dulling of your car;-'
modern and easy -to-do
color, but it's there.,
techniques!
Actually, cleaning

GET UP TOIWO*
REPLACEMENT
ALLOWANCE

on purchases of new

BUILT-IN
RANGES
OVENS
P*7 self-cleaning

MODEL
JMP26

'1L.',--ciOUIS
Frau
1-c

Automatic Del I-1

MICROWAVE
OVEN
tt.
---:-----;—
•atisTg" °lig"
CLEANS
ITSELF

WITH A NEW GE

DROP-IN
Self-Cleaning
Oven Range
a 8.45
in rad,. lea
Remodeling' Canotkr
!him Ont woo a seltrleagwg nen Ind

'magay ewes extrtv lksit taw le I mage
tiore•ttretro tr.! on .frasilatigt.kosts,

otouty

'25
replacement

Allowance

- 3KP16 SINGLE OVEN
.

replacement
allowance

JKPG
BUILT IN
MICROWAVE
COOKING

replacement

allowance

JP684
COOKTOP-GLASS

CENTER

Get Contractors Prices at

Murray Appliance
21,/ E. Main St.
•••••••••

4 •
itu.'....„,;,!!!<11:111=1,::_f,"4-

Harmon Carpenter Shop

THE FARMHOUSE-AMERICAN exterior of this home also reflects an early American flavor on the inside. Plan HA990P by Samuel Paul features a
"keeping room," an'informal lividg area with the kitchen on one end. This
large family room space has pegged plank'flooring and a beamed ceiling.
The basic home, minus the garage; laundry and rnudroom, is 1,260 square .
feet, More information may be obtained by writing to the architectenclosing a stamped, self7addressed envelope-at 107-40 Queens Blvd..
Forest Hills, N.Y. 11375.

BE A PART OF THIS PAGE

Leclager & Times
e
Murray

We Are Experienced!
We know the best way, the proper materials, have the
right tools to make your dream come true
We'll give you cost figures before we start!

a

A nail harmer should not be
used to strike hardened masonry nails, because dangerous
chipping could occur, says the
Hand Tools Institute.

This Building-Home Improvement page is making
its debut in today's edition of The Murray Ledger &
Times.
The page _it designed to be a regular weekly
feature of this newspaper and will be published
each Tuesday.
Articles planned for the page include home
plans, "how-to" articles and special features on
home building and home improvement.
The page will be on ideal vehicle for yois, Mr. Advertiser, to alert the public to your home improvement wares, as well as to promote special
sikles in your business. To get your advertising
message included on this page, call this
newspaper's advertising department at 753-1919
today.

PLAN

Phone 753-1586

•
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Bosox End Skid, Hit
Eight Homers In Win

Mitnay Ledger & Times

Tanner Gets Present,
Bucs Sweep Cardinals

Cubs, Cardinals Drop
Twinbill, Phils Win
By BARRY WILNER
AP Sports Writer
It often is said that
whoever is in first place on
July 4 will win the pennant.
That may have been the only

in the sixth, while Garr added
the Chicago White Sox turned a solo shot in the eighth. Jorge
By KEN RAPPOPORT
back the Seattle Mariners 6-2; Orta drove in the other two
A P Sports Writer
Royals edged
White Sox runs with a two-run
The Boston Red Sox are the Kansas City
1-0; the
Rangers
Texas
the
-That . never bothers me.
By The Associated Press
in the seventh.
double
starting to sound like a broken
outscored
pay to get in," Tanner
They
Royals 1, Rangers 0
record ... and continuing to New York Yankees
'
PITTSBURGH
the Cleveland Indians 7-5; the
Tom Poquette slugged a ( AP)—Manager Chuck added after Pittsburgh won
look like record-breakers.
e Orioles tripped the twoout, run-scoring single in
second game 4-3 on Dive
The home run-happy Red Baltimor
Tanner, born on the Fourth of the
6-4 and the
Tigers
Detroit
hitting
filth and Jim Colborn and July, got some 48th birthday Parker's tie-breaking solo
the
Sox have • been
a Twins blanked the Mark Littell combined on a
homer in the nintt.
baSeballs into the seats with Minnesot
boos from Pittsburgh Pirate
Brewers,5-0.
ee
Milwauk
The. fourth-place Pirates,
all
ncy
seven-hitter as Kansas City fans.
fatiguing consiste
By GEOFFREY MILLER
Angels 4, A's 2
had lost eight of nine
who
Texas before a sellout
hipped
season long -7 and Monday
all
was
smiles
and
he
AP Sports Writer
Yet
11
out
struck
Ryan
Nolan
previous games, held a 3-2- TURNBERRY, Scotland
crowd of 34,660.
tatooed eight more in a 9-6
after
ness
his
'forgive
to tie a Sandy Koufax
Loser Gaylord Perry, 7-7,
decision Over the Toronto Blue batters
es swept a lead into the seventh inning of (AP) — Jack Nicklaus,
and rookie shortstop yielded eight scattered hits in strugglingal
record
Jays.
superstar of the British open
.doubleheader from the St. the first game.
drove in
Mike Anderson opened the golf championships for 15
complete--game
a
Its like a disease around Rance Mulliniks
Louis Cardinals Monday
and
homer
a
with
rims
three
performance for the Rangers. before a holiday crowd of seventh with A'single and took years, is heavily favored to
here," said George Scott,
leading California
second on a sacrifice. That's win it again over one of
Yankees 7, Indians 5
biggest of the Boston boomers. two singles,
22,810.
Oakland.
Chris Chambliss, Roy White
• One guy gets home run fever over
wildest and
"Shoot, I wish there were when Tanner lifted pitcher Scotland's
Ryan's 10th strikeout of the and Graig Nettles socked
Jim RoOlfer, who had allowed windiest courses. •
-- and every one else catches
would
that
have
here
50,000
game,recorded against Marty second-inning 'home runs,
it., •
I was making a five hits.
The bookies rated tiirn an 11Perez in the seventh inning, helping Ed Figueroa win his thought
The boos peaked as Tanner 2 shot for the tournament
homers
the
of
two
Scott hit
said
"
Tanner,
who
mistake,
the 97th game in first gamein over a month as
to bring his seasatts total to marked
ire from the took the ball from Rooker and stalling Wednesday over
the right-hander had New York defeated Cleveland. drew waves of
which
Rich
for
pair
a
added
1,ynn
Fred
23.
Turnberry's 6,875-yard Ailsa
stands with a move he made in signalled for reliever
10 or more strikeouts,
Gossage.
the Red Sox, vibaje. Butch notched
5-2
gh's
opening
course beside the Firth of
Pittsbur
major
Koufax's
equalling
•'They wanted Rooker to Clyde.
TENNIS
Hobson, Bernie rail)°, Jim
victory.
in the game because he
stay
Rice and Carl Yastrernski hit league record.
—
Sweden
Since 1962, Nicklaus has won
BAASTAD,
White Sox 6, Mariners 2
pitching well, but they the British Open twice, been
was
.one each, Antonio
n
champio
g
Defendin
a
hurled
Francisco Barrios
didn't understand what was runnerup five times and
The explosion brought
6-2
er and Oscar Gamble, Zugarelli scored a 6-3,.
behind it," said Tanner.
:Boston's total for the season to five-hitt
man.
placed third three times.
and Ralph Gave- victory over country
Behind it: the fact Rooker
118 in 76 games'and set them Jim Spencer
round
117-year-old
firstin
The
Ocleppo
Giarun
beat
Chicago
as
runs
home
hit
had missed a prior start due to tournament,
on a possible record-breaking
is
which
Swedish
;75,000
the
at
action
Spencer
and
Gamble
. a sjlder injury and 4 one- alternated among eight of
course-for season homers by a Seattle.
ship.
Champion
Tennis
consecutive homers Open
hour rain interruption after Britain's ancient courses, is
By The Associated Press
team. The'New York Yankees slammed
1961.
in
240
three innings that required he being played at Turnberry for
with
ihemark
American League
hold
BATTING 1175 at bats)— warm up twice.
. Meanwhile, the Red Sox set
the first time. If the wind
Carew, Min, .403; Dade, Cle,
a n*or league record - by
blows, it could turn into a.
"I hate to leave any game,"
.343; Singleton, Bal, .335;
hitting five or more home runs
if he nightmare.
Bostock, Min, .333; Fisk, Bsn, Rooker said when asked
for the seventh time this
"I played here once in a
upset.
.327.
season. The eight homers
ent in 1073," said
tournam
"I didn't think they hit the
RUNS—Carew, Min, 62;
...made the Red Sox the sixth
Miller, the defending
Johnny
'Min, ball that hard off me ... but champion. "It was horrendous
Bostock,
60;
Bsn,
Fisk.,
team to reach the majorLittle
the
in
lead
he
for-t
tied
are
The Twins and the Yanks
56; Bonds, Cal, 52; Lemon, then again there's nothing you weather, even by Scottish
league record number.
as a result of games played over the holiday
League
can do about it when the take
Don
Manager
Boston
Chi,52.
standards."
weekend.
you out," he added after
e,
IN—Hisl
BATTED
RUNS
Zimmer was impressed by the
iwet.grour
to
The ninth tee, out on a windoriginally called off due
were
games
Friday's
73; Munson, NY, 59; raising hisrecord to64.
Min,
-feat, but more impressed by
n
afternoo
promontory beside a
swept
itfthe
late
together
got
players
ds but coaches and
As it was, Gossage pitched 2
Zisk, Chi, 58; Thompson, Det,
the victory. It was the first by
lightho,use, is the Most
to get the diamond in shape.
managed
and
2-3 hitless innings, striking out
56; Carew, Min,56.
his team in 10 games.
in a
notorious on any British links.
In Friday's action, the Yanks smashed the Pirates 15-0
six and walking two .for his
123;
MM,
rew,
-It's just fun to win a
HITS—Ca
the
into
coming
The players have to drive
4-0
ed teams. Both were
undefeat
of
battle
who
game," said Zimmer. "It was
Yount, Mil, 94; Bostock, Min, 14th save. Omar Moreno,
from a tiny patch of ground,
game.
had singled home the tie- with waves breaking over the
s,
93;
Chamblis
Bsn,
a , long time coming. We
Rice,
94;
hits
two
just
allowing
Kyle Evans hurled for the Yanks,
. breaing run in the fourth off rocks right beneath them.
needed something to break us
NY,93.
eight and,walking two. For the Yanks, Mark
fanning
-while
we
and
out, of this mess
DOUBLES—ReJackson, loser Tom Underwood, added
Mc"On a course like this you
Boggess had three hits while Nicky Santagado, David
certainly got it with the ball
23; McRae, KC, _ 2,3; , a two-run insurance homer in have to use imagination,"
NY,
With
apiece.
two
had
Parks
Andy
and
Evans
Kyle
Cuiston,
_
flying out of here..."
Lemon, Chi, 22; Hisle, Min, the eighth o Al "The Mad Miller said. "By comparison,
hit were Robert Stout, Jon Overbey, Bart Washer and
hosky._booed
.4.,, _Hungarian"
In other American League one
Bgleson, Bsti49.i_y(41
20;
on American iirseS-irs re
Guthrie._ Shey
Ks-Tamer.
fo
Oly
as
almost
'
'--ngeis„
ifornia,A
_
19.
MU,
games. the,,,Cal
the
darts.
tor
shooting
lid;
the
had
16YMelanie
Eddielludess_and
defeated the Oakland A's 4-2;
TRIPLES—Carew, Min,1 ., "When I came in here,
.. •
"At Turnberry the game is
Pirates.
Rice, Bsn, 8; Randolph, N44. Rooker winked at me," more like it was intended to
The second Friday Lame found the Twins upping their
the
in
said
7; Cowens, KC,7; Bonds,Ca Gossage
12-10
a
took
Twins
the
be When the British invented
as
1-4
to
fell
record to 4-1 while the Cubs
lockerroom.'That's a thanks. it."
Min,6.
Bostock',
6;
win.
HOME RUNS—GScott,Bsn, That's what it's all about."
Miller Wm his title last year
The Cubs had just -two hits, one apiece from Mike Daniel
Tanner declined to zing the
Zisk, Chi,
19;
Bsn,
Rice,
23;
the comparatively tame
on
,
and Diana Duncan.
18; Ystrzinski,. fans who'd thought he'd made. layout at Lytham, in
Min,
Hisle,
19;
Dunn,
Roger
while
hits
two
had
Wright
Tim
Twins,
For the
rtiestaJaal.
Bsn, 16; Thompson, Det, 16; a mistake.
northwest England.
Gary Galloway, Ronnie Bryan, Tim Brown, Dana Pearson
,AEU Of SMUT?
'
NY,16.
Nettles,
hit.
one
had
all
Snow
and David
STOLEN BASES—Remy,
. In play last night in the Little League,the Twins won while
Patek, KC, 24;
the Yanks were beaten by the Reds. That leaves the Yanks Cal, 27;
17; LeFlore, Det,
Cle,
JNorris,
For Your
Pirates,
The
4-2.
now
are
Reds
the
and Twins tied at 5-1 while
17; Bonds, Cal, 17; Page, Oak,
a
race
the
make
to
hoping
tonight,
play
-1,
4
at
remain
who
Life
17.
three-way tie.
DecHealth
(8
PITCHING
The Twins romped to a 17-1 win over the Astros, who are
Min,
hnson,
isions
I—To-Jo
Home
now 2-4.
6-2,
NY,
Lyle,
2.57;
.750,
9-3,
four
had
he
as
Tim Brown wasthe big Stick for the winners
Car
Chi, 8-3,
Barrios,
1.79;
.750,
hits
three
added
y
Gallowa
Gary
runs.
six
in
hits and drove
; Tanana, Cal, 12-5,
Farm
whilr-Ronnie &yam picked up two tritratrellrove in four ---•17.83
.706, 1.89; Rozema, Det, 7-3,
hit.
one
added
Wright
Tim
runs.
Business
.700, 2.62; Bibby,-Cle, 8-4, .667,
For the Astros, Ross James and Hal Orr hit safely.
Fidrych, ,Det, 6-3, .667,
GET THE SHFID
In the second game, the Reds jumped to a 6-0 lead after 3.32;
Gullett, NY, 6-3, .667;
2.41;
the
over
victory
9-4
a
take
to
on
three innings apd went
4.08.
fanYanks. David McMillen hurled a four-hitter for the Reds,
STRIKEOUTS—Ryan, Cal,
Ronnie Ross
ning 10 and walking none.
Tanana, Cal, 144;
211;
Mark
while
David McCuiston had two hits for the Yanks
2E1E. Main
Bal, 105; Leonard,
Palmer,
safely.
hit
also
Stout
BoggesS"and Robert
y,Cle,96.
Eckersle
105;
Phone 753-0489
KC,
Mcwhile
hits
of
For the Reds, Todd Harrison Wad a pair
apiece.
hit
one
had
Outland
Jim
Millen and

Nicklaus Favored
In British Open

Major League
Leaders

Twins, Yanks Tied For
Lead In Little League

comfort the Chicago Cubs got
on Independence Day.
The Cubs dropped a
doubleheader to the Montreal
Expos Monday, 19-3 and 7-6,
and saw their first-place lead
shrink to four games over
Philadelphia in the National
League's East Division. The
Cubs have lost six of their last"
seven games.

scoring three.
Elsewhere in the National
League, Philadelphia beat
New York 3-1; Pittsburgh
swept a pair from St. Loula,52 and 4-3; Loa Angeles blanked
San Francisco 4-0, handing the
seventh
their
Giants
consecutive loss; Atlanta
edged Cincinnati 54, and
Houston outscored San Diego,
12-7.

Montreal's first-game
explosion was led by Ellis
Valentine and Andre Dawson,
each of whom -drove in five
runs. Meanwhile, Warren
Cromartie had five hits,
including three doubles:
Chicago. outfielder-first
baseman Larry Biittner made
his major league pitching
debut in the eighth inning of
the game. Biittner came on
with two men on base and -was
bombed for three homers, six
runs and five hits in 1 1-3
..
innings.

Phillies 3, Meta 1
Philadelphia won its fifth
straight game before the
largest crowd in the majors
this season, 63,283. Jim
Lonborg, 2-2, and Ron Reed
combined on a six-hitter and
011ieBrown keyed a three-run
third inning off Meta' starter
Jerry Koosman,6-9.
Pirates 54, Cardhials 2-3
On his 48th birthday, a local
bakery gave Chuck Tanner a
cake the size of the batter's
box. Then the Pirates gave
Tanner a better present with
"I was as surprised as their doubleheader sweep of
anyone," said Biittner of Cubs St. Louis. •'
Manager Herman Franks'• The Pirates' opening-game
decision to bring him on to
victory ended - a four-game
pitch, even though Chicago losing string as Omar Moreno
trailed 11-2 at the time. "But
belted hisfourth homer of the
I'll do it again if they want me
season and drove in three
to."
runs. Rich Gossage picked up
"I used him because I didn't his 14th save with 22-3 innings
have anyone else," said of hitless relief.
Franks, who was thrown out of
Dave Parker won the second
the game in the ninth when he
wi-th a leadoff homer in
game
umpire
argued with plate
Terry Tata about an alleged the ninth inning, blasting a
beanball thrown by_Biittner to changeup by St. Louis reliever
Del Unser. "We have nine Rawly Eastwick far over the
games in seven days. What did right-field wall.
Dodgers 4, Giants•
you expect me to do in a spot
Don Sutton pitched a threelike ,that, bring in Bruce
and Ron Cey collected
hitter
Sutter?"
Sutter is the Cubs' ace three singles and two RBI to
pace Los Angeles. Sutton
e
reliever.
Montreal captured the leads all active National
45
nightcap as Sam Mejias League pitchers with
doubled, tripled and homered, shutouts, two less than major
driving in two runs and league leader Gaylord Perry.

Free for the Asking!
write

BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE
Box 307, Murray,KY 42071
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1977 Murray-Calloway Co.

JAYCEE

National League
at •
(175
BATTING
bats)—Simmons, StL, .337;
Griffey, CM, .337; Parker,
Pgh, .330; Mumphry, StL,
.328; EVlentine, Mtl,.324.
RUNS—Griffey, Cin, 64;
Morgan, Cin, 64; Smith, LA,
64;' Winfield,,SD, 63; Rose,'
.•
Cin,58.
TN
BATTED "
RUNS
—Garvey,. LA, 76; GFoster,
CM, 73; Cey, LA, 71; Bench,
CM,62; Burroughs, Atl,61
HITS—Griffey, Cin, 105;
Parker,Pgh,MC Garvey,IA, 103; Cromrtie, Mtl, 98;
Winfield,SD,97.
DOUBLES—Ciornrtie, Mtl,
27; Parker, Pgh, 23; Reitz,
StL, 23; Rose,CM,23; Griffey,
Cin,21.
„ 6;
'TRIPLES—Brocki
Mumphry, StL, 6; Tmpleton,
StL, 6; Almorr; SD, 6;
Winfield,SD,6.
HOME RUNS—Schmidt,
Phi, 23; GFoster, CM, 22;
Garvey, LA, 22; Burroughs,
Atl, 21; Bench,Cin, 18.
STOLEN BASES—Tave-as,
Pgh, 31;'GRichards, SD. ;
Morgan, CM, 26; Cabell. UM,
26; Cedeno, Htn, 26; Lopes,
LA,26.
PITCHING 18 Decisions) -•
Rau, LA, 8-1, .889, 423;
RReuschel, Chi, 11-2,
2.24; Candlria, Pgh, 8-2, 800,
2.25; Denny, StL, 7-2. 778,
3.61; Dutton, LA, 10-3. 769,
2.48; Norman, CM, 9-3, .;.50,
3.07; Reed, Phi, 6-2, .750, 2.36;
Carlton, Phi, 10-4_714,3 09.
STRIKEOUTS — PNiekro,
Atl, 119; Rogers, Mtl, 168;
Koosmaa, NY, 98; Seavi.r,
Cin,98; Halicki, SF,.97.

.C/ALJG.CP

DRYCLEAN OFTEN!

Mons & Ladies

2 Pc. Suitssi 89
I ea

(Matching)

Bring any number. You must present
this coupon when you bring your
dealing to Boone's Cleaners.
Coupon Good thru
Jul 30, 1977

—
•=3.11.1/3.0o1r111

-

Dresses
$189
g

Plain )

each

Bring any member. You'Mt pretest
tins coupon vibes you bring your
dean* to Beeese's Cleassers.
Coupon Good thru
July 30, 1977

to make
your clothes
look
better!

011IG01111

Shirts 3
Laundered

9
for $1°

Itring any lumber. You must present
this coupon rime yew bring your
cleaning to Ildene's Cleaners.
Coupon Good thru
July 30,1977

Boone's
taUndry & Cleaners

G COIL/IF:10.9011111

Blankets $15
numb., You must present
this coupon when you brnosi your
cleenorto to Boone Cleaners
oution
177
1,
uh,

09 any
"
11

,
Sanitone

Call for
pick-up
L
delivery

i53-2552
Ph 12th ST.
13th 1 Main
6th & Pop.

July 11-16, 1977
at the Jayce Fairgrounds

Program of Events
FRIDAY, JULY 8,1977
7:30 P.M.Beauty Contest

5f4
plfa
lie

Lovett Auditorium

iTION
uitamow

MONDAY,JULY 11, 1977
4-H Rabbit Show
5:00 P.M.
Official Opening
7:00 P.M.
7:00 PM. 7- 4 Wheel Drive Pull
TUESDAY, JULY 1.2, 1977
JerserCattle Show
10:00 Ag'S_(1,
7:00.P.M. -- Demo.lition Derby

v 4-Wheel Drive Pull
v Horse & Mule Pull
v Ky. Lake Music Barn Show

WEDNESDAY,KAY 13, 197-7
10:00 A.M. -- Holstein-Friesian Cattle Show
5:00 P.M. — Open Rgbbit.Show
Family Night
5:00 P.M.
All American.Rough Riders
7:00 P.M.
Fire Works
THURSDAY, JULY 14, 1977
1 :00 P.M. - Kiddies Day
. .6:00 P.M.' 4-H & FFA Dairy Shaw
7:00 PM. - Horse & Mule Pull
FRIDAY, JULY 15, 1977
Beef Cattle shows
-10:00 AM
Music Show
7:00 P.M.
SATURDAY,jU IV 16, 1977
10:00 A.M..- Hog Show
Farmri Bureau Day
• 10:00 A.M.
-- Tractor Pull
6:30

4
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1941 Season For Reds
Similar To This Year
onal
beat
urgh
Ls, 5iked
the
enth
anta
and
ego,

CINCINNATI (AP-) - The
Cincinnati Reds cannot be
comforted by history this
season as they pursue the Los
Angeles Dodgers through the
National League West race.
There is precedent for the
position they find themselves
in, and it cannot be forgotten

sports
MtlitzY Ledger & Times

landolt, Crass Win In
Holiday Tennis Tourney

by 'Recls fans or players.
low 3.05 in 1940 to 3.17.
In 1939, the Reds beat out St.
"Some of us were getting a
Louis for the National League little bit of mileage on us,"
pennant, before losing to the recalled Harry Craft, now
New York YatIces in the scouting for the Houston
World Series. The next year, Astros. "And the Dodgers
Gene Landolt and Gay Crass
the Reds won again, this time brought in a lot of young
won:
-the'' Mixed Doubles
over Brooklyn, the forerunner players. They had a real
Scramble Tournament held
of the Los Angeles Dodger hustling ball club.:'
The Dodgers had made two over the weekend on the
team. They then went on to
win their first championship key acquisitions, picking up Murray High courts.
The tourney, sponsored by
pitcher Kirby Higbe from
since 1919.
Tennis
By The Associated Press
Murray
The next year, the Reds Philadelphia and second the
Association
aprasied
,
BASEBALL
baseman
dropped to third place behind
Billy Herman from
proximately $175 for the use of
American League
Chicago.
Brooklyn and St. Louis.
BOSTON RED SOX - "In 1940, we got
Pee Wee Reese was playing the MTA, .which is an
teamwork
organization that promotes
Renewed the contract of Don and things began
to jell," his first full season filet year,
Junior tennis on the local level.
Zimmer, manager, through recalled Frank
as
was
rookie
sensation
Pete
McCormick,
Landolt and Crass won 6-4
the 1978 season.
who played first base in those Reiser.
and 6-1 in the finals over
NEW YORK YANKEES - days and who is now
The
Reds
added
no
a group
I.anette Hunt and A. W.
Removed Jimmy Wynn, sales representative
for the outstanding players between
Simmons.
outfielder, from their active Yankees. "When it began
the
1940
and
1941
seasons.
The
to
In the semifinal play,
roster; recalled Dell Alston, look like we could get
into the only major personnel change
Landolt-Crass won 6-0, 2-6 and
outfielder, from Syracuse of series, we used to
hold was a trade which sent
the International League,
meetings among ourselves to shortstop Billy Myers to the 6-4 over Sue Overbey and Ken
Hopkins while Hunt-Simmons
SEATTLE MARINERS - get things going. It wasn't
like Chicago Cubs.
Optioned Tommy Smith, that the next year.
The 1941 Reds did not have won 6-3, 4-6 and 6-3 over Eddie
outfielder, to Rochester of the
"We kept waiting and the pitching problems of their
International League.
waiting
and
it
never more modern counterparts.
National League
Bucky Walters lead the
happened."
ATLANTA BRAVES - McCormick, who led
the league in innings pitched, and
ATLANTA (AP) - The
Placed Andy Messersmith, league in hits and doubles
in Johnny Vander Meer led the . Atlanta Braves have placed
pitcher, on the 21-day disabled 1940, slipped from .309
to .269. league in strikeouts. Paul right-hander Andy Meslist; optioned Frank LaCorte, His slump was characterist
ic Derringer, another starter, sersmith on the 21-day
pitcher, to Richmond of the of what happened to
many of slipped from a 20-game season disabled list and sent Frank
International League; re- his teammates. The
team in 1940 to 12-14.
LaCorte to their Richmond
activated Jamie Easterly and average of .266 in 1940
"It was just one of those farm club in the Internationa
dropped
l
Dick Ruthven, pitchers.
to .247. The Reds hit 25 fewer overall things," concluded League.
CINCINNATI REDS - home runs.
Craft. "I don't think any of us
Messersmith injured his
Signed Pedro Borbon, pitcher. The team's earned
run were complacent. It wasn't so right elbow Sunday when he
FOOTBALL
average went from a league- much a collapse on our part. It fell while fielding a ground
• COLLEGE
was a matter of the Dodgers ball in the Astrodome.
Further
APPALACHIAN STATE
iniproving themselves."
Bowling
tests will be taken on the
UNIVERSITY - Named
•
elbow today, the Braves said
Standings
David McKnight, assistant
Monday..
football coach; named Kevin
iAtges Friday Morning .;
GOLF
Messersmith has a 5-4
-- aowling League
Cantwell assistant basketball
MILWAUKEE - Dave record with a 4.41 earned run
Team
1.
W
coach.
MF A Insurance
8
12
Eichelberger birdied his 34th average in 16 starts.
Paradise Kennel
8
12
_hole of the day and held on for
McCinston Auto Elec.
LaCorte, also a right10
10
Keys Used Cars
9
11
a -two-stroke victory over hander, had a 1-8 record with
Tower Sports Center
9
11
Morris
Hatalsky, Gary an 11.68 ERA.
Smiths Poultry
.
High Team Game(SC)6
12
McCord and Mike Morley in
McCuiston Auto Elec
583
the rain-plagued $130,000
Paradise Kennel
571
Paradise Kennel
555 Greater Milwaukee Open Golf
High Team Game(HC)
Paradise Kennel
774 Tournament.
Mceuiston Auto Elec
773
Eichleberger, whose only
Paradise Kennel
751
other victory in 11 years on the
High Team Series(SC)
Paradise Kennel
ISM tour came here in 1971,
Tower Sports Center
k. 1574
finished with a finaltround 70
McCuiston Auto Elec
High Team Series(MC)
0564 for a 278 total. The winner
Paradise Kennel
MT
Tower Sports Center
2231 earned $26,000.
The Twilight golf winners at
McCuiston Auto Elec
2124
LACHUT'E, Que. - Veteran
High Ind. Game(SC)
Oaks Country Club Friday
the
Judy
Rankin, the leading
Judy Kemp
163
(opies tiom out nes., .
Mary Harris
177 money winner on this year's_ were.Jimrny Lamb and Mary
10,4,0,1 6.4`. Di i C0144X at
Jean Bland
Bain. ... ....,..
176
Ladies' Professional Golf
High Ind. Game(HC)
something else The),'re
They won a playoff over
Kemp
Judy
220 Associatien tour, overcame
bl:Wk. Solids me
Jean Bland
Jerry Caldwell and Carita
221
•.ompleteR tilled Some ...I)
shaky
putting
in
the
early
Nan Beard
214
Lamb.
the) looli.. il thcl•s c been
High Ind. Berle'(SC)
going and took the top prize of
Judy Kemp
Both teams had scores of 33
pi ?riled See 101 lourscli, no
487
$12,000
Sunday
in
$80,000
the
Mary
Harris
478
obliption Call us
and the team of Lamb and
461
Peter Jackson Classic the
Jud y"Itoin
t
_ _- Bain birdied
the first hole to
Judy Kemp
609 only Canadian tournament on
win the playoff.
Jean Bland
se the LPGA tour.
Judy Hale
Tied at 35 were the teams of
584
Miss Rankin carded a
High Averages
Delmer Brewer-Laura Parker
Mary Smith
172 over-par 74 Sunday and
Lois Smith
and J. P. Parker-Polly Seale.
155
Mary Harris.*vow?
153 _fiais,1=4„with a four-under-par._ ComInglirareTren
par were
Jane Parks
144 212 for a three-stroke victory.
Judy Hale
Bill
Roberts-Car
143
Caldwell
olyn
Judy Kemp
141 Pat Meyers of Ormond Beach, and
Mike Morgan-Patsy
Helen Uzzle
139 Fla., and Sandra Palmer of
Jean Bland
Neale.
139
Carolyn Bomar
130 Fort Worth, Tex., tied for
Twilight golf will be helc„.
1
Beverly Chan
133 second at 215.
each Friday during July and
e.o9 e.o7 CS.
August and will begin at 5:30
,049 C'..,
C47 C',
')
C"''
eso9 e.* C.*
C") C47 e.f2 C.* e`:7 C") C") C")
S-..')
4.4 6.0
0.6 Go4 6.0
:
C7
6.4
e..4 0.0
6.4
tka 6.4
6.0 Go.0 A
6.0
0.0 6.0
p.m.
Members should sign Up-a#•
.44V4
6's
the pro shop by noon Friday
for that day's play. -
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Disabled List

At lastcopies with a
difference
you can see

Crum To Decide Today
On Taking UCLA Post

Lamb, Bain
Win In Oaks
Twilight Golf

By MANUEL SCHIFFRES

Louisville is not prepared to Tournament twice. Ironically,
enter a -bidding war" for UCLA eliminated Louisville'
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)- -Crum's services.
from NCAA action three times,
Louisville basketball Coach
"We don't want to get to that - twice in the semifinals and
Denny Crum was expected to and I don't think UCLA does, once, last spring, in an
Hunt and Penny Cappock.
announce today whether he either," he said. "We will try opening-round game.
Charlie Warner and Janet will accept an offer to become to do everything we can to
Housden
on in the con- head coach at UCLA, his alma --r.se.p him, but we have to stay
solation bracket as they mater.
within reason. We've told him
No Trade, No Play
The 40-year-old California what we can do. We're not the
defeated Ed Chrisman and
Andrea Hogancarnp in split native, once an assistant to wealthiest school; we're not in
CHINOOK, Mont. (API former Bruins Coach John bad shape either."
sets.
In the semifinals of the Wooden, was expected to
Meantime, Hart said he has Atlanta defensive tackle Mike
consolation play, Warner- reveal his decision after already received "feelers Tilleman says he will not play
Flousden won in split sets over meeting this morning with from people who know football this season unless the
Ben Hogancarrip and Debbie Louisville Athletic Director people" who are interested in. Falcons trade him to another
National ' Football League
Landolt while Chrisman- Dave Hart.
succeeding • Crum
The Newark Star-Ledger, in Louisville. "There's a lot of club.
Flogancamp won in split sets
Tilleman, a 280-pound
over Hunt Smock and Lochie its Tuesday editions, quoted a coaches interested in this
former University of Montana
highly-placed source as job," he said.
Landolt.
saying that Crum would
During Crum's six-year star, said he is disenchanted
accept the position. But Crum, tenure, the Cardinals have with the Falcons because the
reached at home by the paper, compiled a 139-37 record and organization's priorities come
said "I have not made my have reached NCAA post- before the players. He termed .°
decision yet."
season play four times and the their philosophy as that of an • ,
Crum would .succeed Gene National
Invitation "expansion team."
Bartow, who resigned last
month to become basketball
coach and athletic director for
See Marjorie Major
. Trove) Consultant
the University of Alabama at
The Inter-City Women's Birmingham.'Crum has said
Golf Tournament will be held he was offered the UCLA
TOURS, CRUISES, HOTELS MOTELS, CAR RENTALS,
Wednesday at the Oak'S coaching position last week by
ALL YOUR TRAVEL NEEDS. 'Cit
legi6
the school's athletic director,
Country Club.
No flaw by us.
Play will begin with a J.D. Morgan.
Price same as direct.
For Information aini
shotgun start at 9 a. m.
Crum has three years
Travel Literature call
1
There will be four flights in remaining on a five-year
I
••.
the tourney, which last year contract, but Hart said in an
753-GOGQ (4646)
was won by Beverly Parker, a -interview that "we'll certainly
White 11••••• Offite Maim
n*mber of the women's golf let him go if he wishes."
711 Mei Street
MN*
team at the University of
Despite
his coaching
success here, Hart says
Alabama.
Associated Press Writer

Inter-City
Tourney Set
For Wednesday

ma LANDS TRAVEL AOEMC1

_K-401111

**********************************

SAVE WITH SECURITY
Security Federal Savings & Loan association, is Federally instituted, but totally
home owned by your friends and neighbors! When you save locally, the money is
used locally for building and buying homes.

51/4

START YOUR SAVINGS PROGRAM WITH US.. . TODAY! 4:(
PASSBOOK
SAVINGS
ACCOUNTS

12 MONTHS
CERTIFICATES
OF
DEPOSIT

One Day Only

You Get All This In Living Color

CS')
es

Plus Scenic Background
1 - 11 x 14 - 2 - 8 x 10's - 2 - 5 x 7's

17.9
fir 4

'as

6
.
4

47.9
G4

P.
,

G

*18.95

sks

e

G
C..',
9
4
.
0

es0

Only

P.*

to.5

PLUS
SALES
TAX

CO
c2:27

Total Price

CS')
64

This'is our get-acquainted offer. It would

Go

normally

C",

sell for over $40.00.
YOUR SATISFACTION IS GUARANTEED

64
CS.,
6
.
4

GROUPS & FAMILY
PORTRAITS

G4
019
'-'5

Pay $5.00 when photographed and
413.95 plus sales tax

token at $ 1 00 extra per subiect.
G4
CS',
6
.
4

'es
cr.3

ond C.O.D. in

approximately'Iwo weeks.

Murray Plaza Court

cs*
b's

Thursday, July 7th

6
.
4
e.9
Go 4

do
4.47
4.7

1:00 - 8:00 p.m.

Perfecto Studios of America
Route 4, McMinnville, Tenn.

•••

We Welcome
c•-•) C'ar•
1'SS

KiRENRii 4.4

CS')

4' a
"4
, 4.46.4011r"

Your Suggestions

e"9 0'9 e.9 CS', '7 cs* e.9 0
,
9 C..', es:7 IS, ts9
6
.
4
6.4
.
G4
674
OS' Go
.
.
4 Go 4
.3 6

4;7
"5

as
"4
P.,

C'."
)
e*o eol 0,9 C",
.47 *.t .
Go 4

.•

EFFECTIVE
YIELD 5.92° *

1/
4%.
EFFECTIVE
YIELD 6.45°0

24 MONTHS
CERTIFICATES
OF
DEPOSIT

A

Bowling
Standings

0
pe9
.
Go

C")

15 COLOR PORTRAITS
2 COLOR CHARMS
3 to 5 COLOR
NEGATIVES

6 MONTHS
CER TIFICA TES
OF

1/20
/ 1
irr
EFFECTIVE ;(
YIELD 6.72°0:

C")

10 Wallets -- 2 Charms and All Your Negatives
NO EXTRA SELLING, No Film Fee?, No Handling Charge
Go 4

cyo

EFFECTIVE
YIELD 5.39%DEPOSIT

=Cr

116 NORTH 7TH
MAYFIELD
247-5912

*

Sunday Mixed Couples
Bowling Leag ur-•
•
W
Team
Four H's
12
Hot Rollers
$
Who Done It
$
Untouchables
4
Late Bloomers
4
High Team Game(SC)
4 H's
Who Done It
Untouchables
High Team Game(HC)
Who Done It
4 H's
Untouchables
High •ftam Series(SC)
4 H's
Untouchables
Who Done It
High Teain Series(HC)
Who Done R
4 H's
Untouchables
High Ind. Game(SC
Men
Ron Hesaelrods
Tom Matthias
Tom Matthtsui
Women
Kathy Zea
Judy Kemp
Pat Hesselrode
High Ind. Garne HC •
Men
Ron Hessernde
Keith Martin
Keith Martin
Women.
Judy Kemp
Kathy Zea.....
Pam Martin
High Ind Series S('
Men
Ron He_sselrocks
Tom Matthias
. Dale Phillips
Women"
Pat Hesselrode
Judy Kemp
Kay
th Zea
High Ind. Series tHC
Men
Keith Martin
Randy McChie
Dale Phillips
Women
Judy Kemp
Pam Martin
Kathy Zea
High Averages
Men
•
Ron Hesselrods
Torn Matthias
Dale Phillips
Women
Pat Hesselrode
Sandy Tabors
Kathy Zea
_

a
4
4

8
8
648
- ilir611

30 MONTHS
CERTIFICATES
OF
DEPOSIT

/
1
4%
EFFECTIVE
YIELD 6.98°0

1/o/

48 MONTHS
CERTIFICATES
OF
DEPOSIT

/2/0

EFFECTIVE ir
YIELD 1.19°0
OFFICERS

754
755
57`K
168.

SI 000 00 minimum on all certificates of deposit
23:2
2203

JAMES B. PRYOR. Itesident
REID HEARN. Manager & Vice President
110WARD L. WORLEY,Secretary -Treasurer
ESTHER CAIN, Executive Secretary
LARRY D. WRIGHT,Senior Loan Officer

DIRECTORS

A substantial interest pentality is required for
early withdrawal of certificates of deposit

JAMES B PItYOR
C. M RHODES
DR. J. STEELF: BOBBINS
GEORGE STONE
REID HF:ARN
ELIX)N A. GARDNER
HOWARD L. WORI.F.Y

*COMPOUND INTEREST DAILY •LOW MINIMUM DEPOSITS
• WE PM FROM DATE Of DEPOSIT TO DAY OF WITHDRAWAL, SO YOU MM REALIZE MAXIMUM EARNINGS•
FRIENDLY HELPFUL HOMETOWN SERVICE

EMPLOYEES
PHY LISS KEY
BETTY I.ATTA
DONNA FEATHERSTONE
LOU ANN GEVEDEN
SANDRA JONES

SECURITY FEDERAL

FSLIC

4(

Phone 141-1616

*

SAVINGS & LOAN ASSOCIATION

406 South /th St

Mayfield Ky
Soon to be at Johnson and Whitnei Ave. in Murray.

-

- -ocw,71111181440.......:-*aseellP-44.44418wes•sAIM0VIINIWK.

IC,

-

-Nre-I

.41.,..raa-

• .411SWAPI11714
;
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Pirates Continue To
Lead In Park League

sports

while the Yanks upped their
The Pirates and -Yanks
to 10-2 with a victory.
mark
continue to lead the race in,the
Cards won 18-11 over
The
Park League after games
making the Cards 8heds,
the
'played over' the holiday
4 and the Reds 5-7.. For the
weekend.
Carsls,- Ed Hendon, Chip
In the opening game Friday,
Adkins, Jay Winchester, Jeff
the Cubs won a 27-26 game
Scooter Lewis 'and
Sickel,
over the Reds:
on all had three
Bohann
Todd
• For the '3(41 Cubs, .Jody
Ken Mikulcik, Jody
while
hits
and
Surkeen, Dasien Clark
Speight and Chip Lawson had
Lee McklanusTall had four hits
two hits. With one hit were
Ellis,
Shey.
Nix,
While Chris
Dave Outland, Amy Spencer,
Ashby Barnes, Dana Pea,
Francis and- Jeff
Blake
John,. McMillen, Jason Hunt,
Mikulcik had
ville.
Aummer
A.
Ton) Cloys and Art Bailey all
Adkins one
don in the past halfand
homers'
two
WIMBLEDON, England Wimble
had three hits. With two hits
Cards..
century.
the
for
blond
the
Borg,
Bjorn
4s.
(AP)was Tracy B1t
"I am not scared any
For the Reds, Mike Kon- tennis- ace from, Sweden, has
_ 'Eric Grogan hane Morris,
Donnie
Frye,
Borg said after
Stephen
more,"
dratko,
the
g
becomin
on
sights
set his
&Then...Frye. Ronnie King,
here. "I am
Ronnie King had
Connors
and
beating
Alley
than
more
fourth man to win
R4-eky Moss, Jeff Durham and
hits while Brooks
mentally tough. Now I
more
three
at
titles
singles
men's
hits
twp
/Mark Wallace all had four
know I can come back. I have
Barton, Jeff- Swan, Jeff historic Wimbledon.
,
for the Reds while Jeff Rogers
Jeff
and
Wallis
Mark
,
confidence I can win."
Durham
another
wants
he
(frit
and
But
Barton
had three. Brooks
two hits. With one
Borg lost to Connors in the
rad
Rogers
at
.
Connors
crack at Jimmy
Donnie Alley had two hits
finals of the U.S. Open at
hit were Eric Grogan, Greg the U.S. Open in September.
Mitch
and
Futrell
while Greg
Hills last fall. If he
Futrell; Ricky Moss and
Borg beat Connors, the Forest
Cauley had one.
this year, the
there
Morris.
,Shane
wins
Belleville; Ill.,.whiz who had
In the second game Friday,
the second game, the
will be the third man in
In
Swede
1No.
the
red
conside
been
,the Pirates upped their recordYanks crushed the Mets 44-24 ranking player in the world,3- the past decade to win the
to 11-1 to remain in first piece
Jerry
Lusk,
don and Forest Hills
David
with
6, 6-Z 6-1, 5-7, 6-4 Saturday to Wimble
as they won 22-15 over the
same year. Laver
e, Troy Litchford and
the
titles
Eldridg
t
straigh
win his second
Cards who fell to 7-4.
won both in 1969 and Connors
Mike Muehleman alr-getting Wimbledon crown:
Darrell
For the Pirates
1974.
five hits. Bill Maddox, Trice
"I want to win Wimbledon in
Rogers had four hits, one a
Seargent, Timmy Baker, John again," said the broadThe only American to win at
,
Jackson
homer, while Chris
Morris and Tim Greer all had shouldered
21-year-old the centenary Wimbledon
Padgett, . Carey
Chris
hits. Tony Robinsonfour
the 80with
avian
Mark
Scandin
Bogard,
Ben
br.
Alexand
added three while Eric Easley pound tension in his racket
, Schreader and - Mark Mcand Aaron Barrett each had strings.
•
Dougal all had three hits. With
.
two,hits
If he does win again next
- two hits were Phillip Bryan, For the Mets, Joey Mcyear, .he "wou)d be only the
' David Edwards and Brian
Callon and Jarred White had second man to capture three
--=-Ittidolph while Alan Cothran,
four- hits while Rodney consecutiVe Wimbledon
Chris Elliot and Page Bailey
Skinner, Tony Wade, Kenny singles titles in the last 50
had ode -hit.,
Hainsworth and Scott Wallis years. Fred Perry of England For the Cards, Ken- Mikulcik
'
had three hits.
did it in the 1930s.
had four hits to pace the athits were Mike
two
With
Australian John Newcome
tack, while Ed Hendon and
Garland, Mike Bucy, Brian
has three Wimbledon
-With
three.
also
had
Chuck. Baker
Harrison, &iffy Fitts and singles titles, but only two in
fro hits_ were Chip Vans,
John Imes while AogieWhited
succession..
Jody Speight, Jay Winchester,
and Brad King added one hit, Rod Leifer of Australia is
Dave'Outland; Scooter,Lewis
for the Mets, who fall to 3-9
four
..nil 'Amy Spencer.. Chad with the Ions Garland had the the only'maalt,o win
and
'singles championships at
Lawson, Todd Etohannon
game's only homer.
• make Francis had one hit.
,
Monday
.In genies playedthe Cards picked up a win

Petty Runs Away With Field
In Win At Firecracker 400

By F.T. MacFEELY
Associated Press Writer
DAYTONA BEACH, Fla.
(AP)-"Old blue was flying,
said Darrell Waltrip. "I was
running after him, but there
was no way anybody was
gonna catch him."
Old BIA is Richard Petty,
winner for the seventh time in
major stock car races at
Daytona International
Speedway when he beat
Waltrip by 17.7 seconds in the
tourney was JoAnne Russell of rain-interrupted Firecracker
Miami Beach, Fla., who 400-miler Monday.
d a share of the "We weren't the fastest, but
capture
_
women's doubles crown with we were the quickest," Petty
Australian Helen Gourlay said. "I mean the quickest
Cawley.
getting back to the finish line.
Defending women's singles Some of those cars that go fast
champion Chris Evert of Fort down the straights don't do as
Lauderdale, Fla., bowed in the well in the corners."'.
semis to Virginia Wade of It wasn't only the $23,075
England, who then beat Betty Petty won in the race, but the
Stove of The Netherlands on fact that it pulled him within
Friday for the women's title. 17 points of defending national
champion Cale Yarborough in
ROWING
this year's race. Yarborough
S,
HENLEY-ON-THAME
had mechanical trouble and
England.- The University of
had to settle for 24th place.
Grand
the
Washington won
Petty was leading after 205
Challenge Cup to climax the
when the race was
miles,
the
on
Regatta
Henley Royal
hours by rain.
for
halted
River Thames,

Borg Sets Sights On Connors
For September In U.S. Open

Twenty,three laps under
caution to dry the track
slowed the winner's speed to
142.716 miles an hour.
Petty left behind the
Chevrolets .of Waltrip and
third-place Benny Parsons as

Going To Dogs?
ST. LOUIS (AP)- Ralston
Purina Co., one of the nation's
largest corporations, is
possible
the
exploring
purchase of the National
Hockey League's St. Louis
Blues, a published report
says.
Heavy burdens in the form
of a $5-million Arena
mortgage and unpaid ,city
amusement taxes have caused
the Blues' owners, Sidney
Salomon Jr. and Sidney
Salomon III, to seek a
purchaser.
Ralston Purina, a leader in
animal feed and pet food,
reported sales of $3.39 billion
and profits of $125.9 million
during its last fiscal year. Its
board chairman, R. Hal Dean,
on
comment
declined
purchase explorations.
RE•S,-COLA,"

AERS..' A50

well as David Pearson's
fourth-place Mercury.
A. J. Foyt, a contender in his
Chevrolet until his final pit
stop, was fifth.
Three women drivers
started in the 41-car field but
none was running at the finish.
Janet Guthrie, who had 12th
and 15th place finishes here in
other races, ran only 11 laps
before her engine failed. She
finished 40th. Christine
Beckers of Belgium went out
with a loss of brakes after 33
laps and was 37th. Leila
Lombardi of Italy fought
handling problems for 103 laps
before retiring in 31st place.

TIMEX
REPAIR
3 Weeks De ve

MICHELSON'S
I If

if 11
v. •

St-AIRAV• ARE REGIVERE0 7RADE

Of PelYSCO. ,
.t•

New!Economy Quarts
Pepsi-Cola.
Now in 6-packs of money-back bottles.

Major League Standings

Twins,'Astros
Win Games In
Kentucky Play

-

National League
By The Associated Press
East
American League
Pst, GB
%.
East
48 23 .631 Chicago
Pct.
W
44 32 .579 4
Phila
563
45 35
N York
2
/
43 36 .544 61
S Louis
42 34 .553 1
Boston
'41. 37 .526 8
Pitts
2
1
43 36 .544 1/
Bait
Montreal - 36 - 42- .462 13
2
1
493 5/
37 38
Cleve
31 47 .397 18
N York
The , Twins and Astros Milwkee
487 6
38 40
West
y
up wins in Kentuck
2
1
36 41 .468 7/
Detroit
54 26 .675
Los Ang
League genies played Monday Toronto
30 48 •.3&5 14
42 35 .545 1042
Cinci
night.
West 36 44 .450 18
Houston
In the. opening game, the Chicago 4, 45 32 .584
34 -41 :420 *20',2
Fran
S
the
over
win
a
9-8
ook
Twingl
43 36 .544 3
Minn
33 49 .402 22 •
Diego
S
Pirates with, Brian Duncan K.C.
41 36 .532 4
30 49 .372 23k-2
Atlanta
'scoring the winning run for the Calif
38 37 .507 6
Saturday's Results
Twins by stealing home.
37 40 .181
Texas
Montreal 4, New York 3
Kyle Smith, David Rudolph. Oakland
34 43 .442 11
Philadelphia 4fPittsburgh 3 •
Iteve Welis and Ran Rogers Seattle
422 13
3.548
St. Louis 10, Chicago3 •
all had one hit for the. Twins
Results
Atlanta 2, Houston 1, 13 tos
Sunday'
Dennis
,
while for the Pirates
ning!
New York 2-6, Detroit 1-10
Thurmond and Ed Crutchfield
Cincinnati 6, San Diego 3
Texas 6-3, Toronto 3-5, 1st
had twsi hits while Todd Contri
Los Angeles 10, San Franinnings
10
game,
- added one.
cisco 3
Chicago 6-10, Minnesota 0-8
_ In the.aightcap,.the_Astros
Sunday's Results
Baltimore 12, Boston 8
ripped the Cubs 19-3 with
'Philadelphia 11,Pittsburgh 7
California 6, Oakland 4
-Chuck Adams hurling the first
Montreal 4, New York 2
Milwaukee 10, Seattle 3
three innings and'fanning nine
Chicago 4, St. Louis 2
Cleveland 6, Kansas City 3
to get the win. Gabe Amos
San Diego 8,Cincinnati7
Monday's Results
pitched two innings for the
Los Angeles 10, San FranBoston 9, Toronto 6 .
.
winners.
0
ee
Milwauk
7 .
5,
cisco
ta
Minneso
perfect
a
ha.c1
Ross
Todd
Houston 9, Atlanta 3
Baltimore 6, Detroit 4
four-for-four night to OW the
Monday's Results
New York 7, Cleveland 5
'offense for the AstrOs
Pittsburgh 5-4, St. Louis 2-3
City 1, Texas 0
Kansas
Chuck Adams and John
Montreal 19-7, Chicago 3-6
California 4, Oakland 2
McF-erron each had three hits.
2
Angeles 4, San Francisco
Los
Seattle
6,
Chicago
Mark
With one hit were John
0
Tuesday's Games
Potts and Mary Grasty,
Philadelphia 3, New York 1. Detroit(Rozema 7-3 and Wil"For the. Cubs, 'Quentin
r
Atlanta 5, Cincinnati 4
Prescott, Tracy Burkeen and cox 0-0) at Baltimore (Palme
-n)
(t
2,
12, San Diego 7
7-4),
s
Houston
Grimsle
and
9-8
hits,
two
had
all
Tommy Stalls
- Tuesday's Games
Cleveland (Bibby 8-4)at New
- - Montreal. (Bahnsen 2-2) at
York (Torrez 8-7), myMinnesota (Goltz 8-5) at Mil- Chicago (Krukow 7-5)
• - • New York (Zachry 3,43) -at-waukee (Caldwell 1-0),(a)
Kansas City (Splitforff 6-5) at , Philadelphia (Carlton 10-4),(n)
St. Louis (Forsch 9-4) at
Texas (Blyleven 6-8),(n)
Chicago(Stnne 8-6)atSeattle Pittsburgh(Candelaria 8-2),(n)
Cincinnati (Fry,tirian 4-5) at
Wheelock 4-5 (n),
Oakland ( Bide 5-9Lat.Califor- Atlanta (Collins 1-7),(n)
Houston (Larson 0-3) atoSan
nia (Simpson 3-5),(n) Diego (Shirley 6-9),(n)
Only games scheduled
Only games scheduled -Wednesday's Games
Wednesday's Games
l at Chicago
(n)
Montrea
re,
Baltimo
at
Detroit
New York at Philadelphia,
Toronto at Boston,(n)
Cleveland at New York,(n) (n)
Photography
-St. Louis at Pittsburgh,(n)-.
California at Minnesota,(n)
Cincinnati at Atlanta,(a)
Milwaukee at Kansas City,
n at Los Angeles,(n)
-Housto
n)
San Diego at San Francisco,
304 Moin Street
Oakland at Texas,(n)
in,
Chicago at Seattle,(n)

ow-

The Pepsi-Cola quart is a real quart. 32 refreshing
ou_nces. Some soft-drink companies sell thgir.prociuct in
•
bottles that look like quarts. Butthey're reallyonly
new
la's
26- or-28-ounce bottles. The bottles in Pepsi-Co
Economy Quart six-pack are real quarts...32 refrestt_ing
ounces. So look carefully before you buy. Asittwhen they're empty, bring 'ern back for a refund the easy way
...in the handy carton you took them.home in.

,oe

-44-- 1 114.N.
'
4
00
/
. /
r
N
i
I
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I

-010.

N
S.,....

Check Our
Prices

On
Special Photo
Packages
Call
WILSON
WOOLLEY

753-7360

A SERIES OF GOSPEL MEETINGS
Coldwater Church

of Christ

July 3-81,1917
11 a.m. Sunday
7:30 Each Evening
Kenneth Hoover
EVANGELIST OF MURRAY, KY.

Kenneth *foyer
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Agriculture Field Day To Be
Held July 13 At Substation
Results of research on
crops, beef cattle, hogs, fruits
and vegetables will be on
display during the UK College
of Agriculture's annual
research information day at
the West Kentucky Substation
near Princeton July 13.
This year's event features 11
tours to give farmers and
others attending an opportunity to see firsthand the
many experiments underway
at the research facility.
Research and extension staff
members of the College of

Agriculture will be on hand to
present and interpret , information being obtained
from the research.
Following registration in the
grove of the Plot Farm, tours
will begin at 9 a. m. CDT. Box
lunches will be available.
Special exhibits will feature
tourism, and educational
opportunities that the College
of Agriculture offers Kentucky's high school graduates.
Four grain tours include 21
information stops covering
corn, soybeans and small

"Shop for money like you do
machinery. Carefully:'
Jackson Purchase PCA
, INC.

305 N:4th St.
Murray, Ky. 753-5602
It wasn't the first tractor you looked at: You
-studied literature. You asked questions. You
visited several dealers. It's a whopping investment, and you were sure before you made
it. You're just as selective when buying cattle
or other livestock. You judge brand or breed
on the basis of performance, service, and
value. Be the same way about
your source of operating cap
tal. Talk to your Production
Credit man.
the go ahead people

Car
Insurance
Ronnie Ross

grains. Some of the highlights
are: use of fungicides ta
control soybean diseases; —
weed control in no-till and
conventionally-planted corn
doubleand
soybeans,
cropping With soybeans and
wheat, soybean varieties and
small grain varieties. There
are five stops on control of
Johnsongrass'in soybeans,
including the use of a recirculating sprayer. .
The forage tour features
alfalfa and red clover variety
tests, pasture renovation,
grass varieties, alfalfa pest
control and several aspects of
growing Bermudagrasslegume mixtures.
A soils tour includes
to Talmadge and
nitrogen fertilizer on corn and
OLD JUNI—Old June, a half jersey, half white face cow belonging
her mother died.
after
Sims
Mrs.
13A,
bucket
a
on
raised
fescue, deep lime injection in
was
Hester Sims of Rt. 6, Murray,
Mr. and Mrs. Sims
calf.
heifer
15th
her
with
Fragipan Soils, control of the
shown
is
and
old
years
17
now
Old June is
Southwestern corn borer and
still have five of her calves, three of which have calves also. Old June follows them
soil moisture capacity studies.,
around over the pasture and lot as a dog or cat would,the Sims say.
The tobacco crop tour
features experiments on
for
disease
breeding
resistance, use of insecticides
and control of weeds with
herbicides.
A beef production tour
herd
cow .
covers
The Calloway County Young Operation Identification throughout the United States.
management, tests with the Farmer Association held its sponsored locally by the Farm
Those present included
growth promotant
first summer Meeting on Bureau was discussed.
Marty Carraway, Mr. and
companion grazing of cattle Monday, ...June 27 at the
The meeting was concluded Mrs. Danny Cunningham, Mr.
and sheep, fescue variety Murray —Vocational Center. with refreshments and a and Mrs. Max Gore, Richard
Cunningham, presentation of slides and Jones, Danny Kingins, Tom
trials, and hay harvest,
Danny
storage and feeding.
president,' presided over the information on the 11th Montgomery,,Mr. and Mrs.
The hog tour includes stops meeting attended by 17 young National Young Farmer Jamie Potts, Kim Puckett,
at the feed mill and feeding farmers and their wives. '
Educational Institute to be Steve Rogers, Mr. and Mrs.
pens. Topics include selfThe local YFA Chapter was held December 11-15, 1977 in Ri&ard Spann, Terry Workfeeding alfalfa pellets to sows, chartered at the State YFA Louisville.
man, Bill Ed Murdock, and
boar development tests and Convention in Louisville in
The Kentucky YFA wIll host Thomas Murdock.
ex- February 1977. The Calloway the 11th Annual Institute
growing-finishing
The next meeting will be a
petiments on protein and fat. chapter currently has 25 which will be attended by picnic on Ju1c„26.,at the ,new
A fruit production tot
members which attendedthe approximately' 1,300 young Murray-Calloway County
features plant density ex- young farmer, classes con- farmers and their wives from Park.
periments with apples and ducted by Jamie Potts at
peaches, variety trials, and Murray Vocational Center'.
Items of business handled at
apple rootstock studies.
The vegetable tour in- the meeting centered around
cludes: fertilizing tomatoes the financing of chapter acand peppers; variety trials of tivities and participation in
pickling cucumbers, canning state sponsored activities and
tomatoes, green peppers and contests. Details of the bid
sweet corn; and two har- Annual YFA Summer Tour, to
Sykes, son of Mr. and at the 48th annual convention
vesting aids in the production be held at Elizabethtown, July Shea
Sykes of Mufray,- in Louisville last month.
Buddy
Mrs.
of cucumbers and peppers.
29-30, were made available.
Sykes has served as chapter
was announced as a Purchase
Region Star Famrer of the committee chairman, chapter
president, Purchase Region
vice-president, a member of
the state winning tobacco
grading team, regional
winning meats jtidging team
and numerous other contests
and activities.
grower's least $2.49 per bushel in cattle
wheat
The
third
the
is
Sykes
problem of harvesting a rations."
consecutive member of the
Research at the UK's West
• bountiful crop that's already
- Calloway County Chapter to
in surplus and low-priced is an Kentucky . tSubstation near
be named Purchase. Region
opportunity- for the cattle Princeton shows that cattle
Star Farmer. To receive this
producer who is looking for a can be finished satisfactorily
honor, members must have an
way to reduce costs and im- on all-wheat rations Confarming program
outstanding
if
grain
other
taining no
prove profit.
and excel in leadership
"With wheat lower priced caution is exerciied to _avoid
activities.
than corn, wheat is a cheaper problems. Johns et- plains:
cattle feed than corn," says Wheat is not as palatable as
In addition to this award,
John T. Johns, extension beef corn, and cattle feeders can
Sykes has also been named
cattle specialist at the expect a decrease in daily feed
winner of the Dekalb
University of Kentucky. "In intake and in daily gain when
Agriculture! Accomplishment
fact, the economics of sub- wheat replaces all the grain in
Award which is presented to
stituting wheat for corn in the ration. However, feed'
the Outstanding senior in
improve,, as
agriculture
cattle rations is more efficiency
vocational
favorable than it has been for much as 10 per cent, and less
departments • around the
a nuniber of years, and the supplemental protein is
country. -Sykes will receive
price outlook indicates it may required when wheat is fed in
this award at the regular July
Atbeconsk even'more favorable Place Of corn. Acidesii'caribe
meeting scheduled at 7 p. m.
Shea Sykes
in the months ahead."
a serious problem because Kentucky Association of tonight at the agriculture
During May, Kentucky. wheat is more readily fer- Future FaPmers of America building at Calloway High.
farmers received an average mented in the rumen of cattle
price per bushel.,of $2.23 for
Feeding wheat in comwheat and $2.29 for corn. A bination with corn or other
year earlier, wheat was priced grains in high-energy cattle
at $3.05 and corn $2.68.
-finishing rations will reduce
Wheat prices have dropped the risk of acidosis, according
in June and are expected to to Johns. Research indicates
become more depressed, as, that substituting up to 50 Der
harvest progresses. The cent of the grain with_wheat
Murray's fastest unloading facilities
nation's crop is large, and roes not reduce feedinterlit n,
there is about a one-year's daily gains:—
duyers of
;f
supply on hand from the 1976
There are no problems '
wheat crop.
wheat ilied at low levels, surti
Soft red winter wheat, the as in backgrounding ration-,
kind' generally grown in for growing calves,even if it
Distributors Of
Kentucky,is about as good as the only grain fed.
Wayne Feed DeKalb Seed Corn
corn for cattle feed if the
"Regardless bf the arninint_
ration.
says
fed
properly,
wheat is
Ky. Registered and Certified
of wheat in the cattle
Johns. This type of wheat wheat must be processed
- Solbean Seed
contains 10.9 per cent crude coarse grinding, cracking c.rprotein and 78 per cent Total rolling," says Johns. -Do nut
Direct teletype continually reports Chicago Board
Digestible Nutrients (TDN). grind wheat fine because thi,,
Corn has 8.9 per cent crude decreasei palatability, fef'('•
of Trade and Prices of Corn, Soybeans and Wheat
protein and 81 per cent TDN. intake and daily gains '
Wheat is slightly higher' in
fiber and lower in fat than
For epicurean desserts
1
corn. A bushel of wheat sherbets with liqueurs. I
weighs 80 pounds, a bushel of sherbet, for example, is deicttable topped with cren,i -le
corn 56 pounds.
"On an energy basis alone, menthe, orange sherbet •
logo.
the two grains are equal in with an orange-flavor
Railroad Ave. Murray, Ky. 753-3404
value when wheat is priced at
Wax beans are delii
110 per -cent of the price of when
they are sauced v.& a
corn," says Johns. "When mixture of thin strips of nnton
Don Boaz, Owner — Bobby Meador, Mgr.
corn is $2.25 per bushel, for softened in butter) and example, wheat is worth at cream. - -

210E. Main
Phone 753-0489

Individual
Retirement Accounts:
TODAY'S plan for
TOMORROW'S security

How much can I contribute to
my IRA?
Federal law allows a maximum annual contribution of $1500 or 15% of wages, whichever is
less. Of course, smaller amounts can be contributed each year.

What happens if I contribute
too much in any year?
If you contribute more than the maximum
allowable in any year, a 6% tax will be imposed
on the excess contribution. The tax will continue
to be imposed until you "undercontribute" in a
later year.

Young Farmers Association
Holds First Summer Meeting

Shea Sykes Is
Star Farmer

Are my contributions tax
deductible?
. Federal income tax purposes, conFor
tributions to an IRA are fully deductible from
gross income up to the maximum allowed by
law. You can deduct your contribution even
though you don't itemize deductions.
with you,
We would like the opportunity to discuss
benefit you.
might
account
an
such
how
hand,
first

•

Bank ofFDICMurray

I

What you see
is what you get.

Wheat Now A Cheaper
Cattle Feed Thataorn

NOW'S THE
TIME TO
CASH IN ON A GOOD

'TRACTOR!
Our lease tractors are coming
back in and we want to move them
out!
THE FOLLOWING LEASE TRACTORS
ARE NOW FOR SALE!
4 — 4630 JOHN DEERE TRACTORS
WITH CAB AND AIR
1 — 1370 CASE TRACTOR
1 — 1066 INTERNATIONAL TRACTOR
1 — 4320 JOHN DEERE TRACTOR
1 — 4430 JOHN-HERE TRACTOR
1 — 310 N.P. STEIGER TRACTOR
WITH ONLY 575 HOURS
out Direct Not-Line to Farm Madtmery At If, Best.
Just Another Service From Tommy's Equip.

Dial Toll Free 753-5299

).

WE DON'T WORRY ABOUT THE COMPETITION
WE ARE THE COMPETITION!!

TOMMY'S
EQUIPMENT CO.

RUINER s,‘ ;\ct
r4f4Vei
AUTHORIZED DIALSR
10151TEMER,

JUNCTION OF HIGHWAY 121 SEDALIA RD MAYFIELD
PHONE 2416020 AFTER 5 PM PHONE 753145?
OPEN FROM 7.30 AM MONDAY THRU FRIDAY

Farmers Grain
And Seed Co.

CORN•SOYBEANS .WHEAT

FARMERS GRAIN
AND SEED CO.

New Finance
Plan
'• 15% Downpayment
Balance in 5 Years
7% Interest
"there is 'always litnebody from somewhere who
has a "bargain" Piice. *Tr vain- bins. And you are
asked to buy without seeing what kind of bins you are
getting.
Before you buy any kind of a grain bin, let us show
you a Grain Bin by Butler"'
You'll see how Butler engineering has designed
safe, dependable protection for your grain. Compare
feature for featu4, and you'll see why there are more
Grain Bins by Butler on American farms than any
other brand. Let us show you a Grain Bin
by, Butler What you see is what
you get And what you get st
best in grain bins at a price you
Lan afford

Bins in Stock
ForImmediate
Delivery

Hillman Coles
Construction Co.
Route 4, Murra

aNthistaer
ONINWISIN
......11•11r411111W

,

a

-

Phone 502-753-3897
502-489-2488
502-753-5448
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2 Notice

X

2 Notice

DRIVE A LITTLE and
eat a lot. Come on out to
Springs
Cypress
Restaurant, overlooking
beautiful Ky. Lake.
Enjoy a delicious meal
relaxed
a
atinosiihere. Open
Tuesday-Sunday. Closed
Monday. Call 436-5496.

POCKET PHONE

POCKET PHONE
less ti
and ',Lyn,
s
It fis irt
briefcase. purse or.pocket

• AnSeenyo YeShfrOar s Pultie

Crossword Puzzler
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Phone Numbers
For The
Ledger & Times
Departments
Are As Follows
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yn mate, Inc.

Dietr by United Featare

'NANCY

gig%
:
.
:
.
e'

4.4

PEANUTS
LL sEr. THE

c0 id?? United f whine Sere:Male. Inc

if they're legal mob
ou'll need a lao.cyei
help you with them Du
s neve a family law'. If not, how can you
sic yourself of proper
.."I seisice' In Kentucky'
Sei vice has been estab..,:ied to help you, 'When
s
contact • Your Semite,
Aryer will be recom,ended to you from a list
,f qualified local attorneys
nitial consultation confer...we for nominal fee.

NOVICE

BOO-372-2M
Kentucky Bar Association
Lawyer Referral Service
Frankfort Kentucky

Cheryl Farley is now
working at the
BEAUTY
BOX
She invites all her
friends to call

6. Help Wanted

753-7132 '

8200 WEEKLY POSSIBLE stuffing envelopes. Send a selfaddressed
stamped
envelope to Fischer
Enterprises, Box 127,
Eureka, South Dakota
57437.

for an appointment.

3-

5HOULP WE GIVE
Lfak). HALF OF OvR
MONEY ?TEN-PERCENT
15 ALL 40L) DESERVE

YOUTHINK
YOU'VE GOT
PROBLEMS
?

Call Toll Free: •

News, Society and
753-1918
Sports
Retail Disptoy ad„vertising 753-1919
Classified Display.
Classified, Circulation and the Business
Office
may
be
reached on 7531916and 753-1917

V.% 14

::•:Ikkil

lp 32

31

PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents,8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking
lot, use our rear en-.
trance.

JESUS says in Mark
13:13. "And ye shall be
hated of all men for my
name's sake: but he that
shall endure unto the
end, the same shall be
saved." And in Luke
062 "No man, having
put his hand to the
plough, and looking
back, is fit for the
kingdom of God." For
further
information
consult your Bible. For
assistant call 753-0984.

WATKINS
FOR
Contact
Products.
Holman Jones, 217 South
13th, phone 753-3128.

ANP ttc I TELL qou
HALF -LITTLE W1NOOWEYE5, WHAT ARE YOU
GONNA DO,If ME?

SOMEONE TO STAY
with elderly couple day
or night. Call 753-2927 or
753-5886 after 4.
HIGH SCHOOL student
for usher at Murray
Theatres, Call 753-8084
interview
apfor
pointment.
"

- ERAI 4,-

-

TIMER ON 'MY
CAMERA AND
TAI-cE MY OWN
-PICTURE

WANTED - one experienced cook, one
experienced waitress,
cooks helper, and motel
maid. Ky. Lake Lodge
Restaurant, 474-2259.
WAITRESS wanted at
Gallimores Restaurant
at Hazel, Ky. Call 4929785.

BEATLE BAILEY
3iD
6ENE4EVER VAicE
A PASS A--

C\
.
.‘f
L
e
.
. .CE,

)
i---ELL

WANT TO BUY - good
used mobile home. Call
527-8322.

_ - ''''.----____--------'
N

WANTED
A
PLAYPEN. Call 7533102.
WANT TO BUY used
regular size mattreSs
and springs in good
condition. Call 1-3548496.
HE PU54-1E1, A
BOULDER „. LIKE

This 15 VVHERE
MY At4CE5T01? THE

9a, PHANTOM
- CUMBER..

PRESIDENTIAL
CAMPAIGN
buttons.
Call 753-7106 after 5 p.
m.

THIS-

WRECKED Chevrolet
Vega for parts and
engine or complete
- engine. Call 753-5399.

NOw. OVER' 20d
YEARS LA_TER, THE
GATE 15 STILL
GUARDER .TH15 TIME
BY A MACHINE GUN...

WOULD LIKE to buy
registered wire haired
'Fox Terrier puppy. Call
753-5669.. .

BLONDIE
EvERY NIGHT ITS

PEAT$1E1:
Pell_ Out,AND BY mot:001'4G
rt- GRowS NEW

IS A vERY
IN'
NG
BIRD)
icisr_71

AVAILABLE - NOW.
Urethan/a-, foam. All
sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
Avenue. 753-6767.

T1-4E SOMETIMES 94T"

WHAT DO YOU CALL IT'D

EAGLE' r-- '

ONES

/

A
z*,-

gstes

TOBACCO- AND tomato
sticks, 13 cents each.
Calf 449-2126 or 435-4263.

41

-

Okt
e
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• viot,..

2:76
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s,
,C,stp

1.11ABNER
IJ

N CAIROGOINle
TAKE TNIS Tf,eil)51K1E5S FOR MYSELF r.•

çz
cc

LON DON-

9
P's_6

,r/

/cj

SALE - AIR Conditioners. While they
last all deluxe models
with 'variable speed
fans, 9 position thermostat, 5 year gua,
rantee on compressor,
6,000 BTU,. 169.95,
10,000 BTU, ;239.95,
17,000 BTU,• $319.95
20,000 BTU, $329.95. '
Wallin Hardware, Paris,
'
cTTenn.

-

t741

COMPLETE LINE of
Orttio products from
home pest control to
house
plant food.
Murray Lawn and
Garden, 200 F.. Main.

.41z

0

T

-17--

-TsJ
-

7---7

31 Want To Rent

16. Home Furnishings

FOR SALE used air
conditioners. We also
buy used air conditioners. Dill Electric,
753-9104 or 753-1551.

PROFESSIONAL mail
needs country house
within 10 miles of
rPrefer
Murray.
Highway 121 South area.
,Call 436-2533.

bed,
SINGLE
iron
washstand with original
tile. Complete Aladdin
WO,fancy rocker. Call
753-8761.
dl

COLOR

WHAT WE do best is
care. Needline, 753-6333.

Ofje,c!.er-mquiries

molding
Weary
Sow
Resell
Publ ic yenicle
iconciq
kialten
Openwork
tab, c

ak
A MEI4
•NUU:
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,
eve
32
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50
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19
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1111 2

-,lake,

•

Pertaining to
tne Alps
38 L.ght shade
40 Pertarn•ng to a
court
41 d'reek.Lener .43 Comb form
1
•
eggs
44 ,S •shaped
37

•For information or:
demorstratror , Call Now

303
1:
0

15. Articles For Sale

HORNBUCKLE Barber
Shop. Open 6-1 Monday
and Tuesday. Cloted
Wednesday. ThursdaySaturday 8-3. Hair cut
$1.35. Shave 81.00.

FREE
IN'ami
needlepoint, 'Crewel
embroidery, crochet
and smocking. _ Rug
yarns. Yarn cutters.
$2.98. Make latch hook
rugs and pillows for half
the price of pre-cut.
yarn. 15 per cent
discount to Senior
Citizens, House of
Thousands in Fox
Meadows,South 16th St.
Murray's Newest Yarn
Shop. For lesson information call 753-3855.
Master Charge, Bank
Americard.

MARY KAY Cosmetics
phone Sonya Futrell 7534505.after 4:00 p. m. and
all day Saturdays.
MOST COMPLETE
service shop in this
area. Murray Lawn and
Garden, 200

2 Notite

2 Notice

2. Notice

Nil X

7
7777

_

19 Farm Equipment

SINGLE POLYESTER
knit, 50 cents a yard, 200
yards available. 10
yards minimum. Call
753-5281 after 6 p. m.
REFRIGERATOR, baby
bed and mattress. Call
436-2337.

TWO WHEEL utility '
trailer, $75. Also CA
Allis Chalrner tractor
. and equipment. Good
condition. $800. Call 4362448.

LARGE SWEET corn,
also tame plums and
apples. dill 753-4725.

TD-18 International
Dozer. New steering
clutches,
rebuilt
hydraulic pump and
cylinder. $8500. Call 898.6429.

SHINGLES $13.50 sq. Roll
roofing $6.50 ea., 15 lb.
felt $5.00. 4x8 Particle
board 1,4" at $1.40, 418" at .
$2.00, it" at $2.50, ke" at
$2.85 Plywood /
3
4" at
$9.00. 2 x 4's at 65 cents
ea. Paneling 4 x 8 sheets
over 80 selections
starting at $2.95 ea.
Wood Spindles at 5 cents
per
inch.
Paint.
Styofoam insulation /
1
2
"and 1" 4 x 8 sheets.
Doors starting at $5.00
ea. Bathroom vanities
and wall board. Tomato
stakes at 6 cents per ft.
New shipment of safes
from $25.00 and up. Used
office desks starting at
$40.00, used office chairs
staring at $1(1.00. Steel
pipe several sizes at 15
cents a lb. Closet cedar 4
x 8.sheets for $3.75. to
$6.00. Fiberglass at 12
cents to 27 cents per sq.
ft. for green 'houses,
patios, carports, skirting for average trailer
$60.00. ROSS & Tuck
Salvage Mdse. Inc. P. 0.
Box 88 Martin,Tn. 38237,
phone 901-587-2420. Open
on Sat. until 1:00.

FURNISHED
APARTMENT. Living room,
bedroom, bath, and
kitchen.
Close
to
campus. Call 753-8742
Alf 5 p. m.
FURNISHED
APARTMENT near downtown '
Murray. Call 753-4109.
34. Houses for Rent
TWO BEDROOM house in
Hardin. Stove and
refrigerator furnished.
Call 753-4661.

FREE
Termite
Inspection

36 For Rent Or Lease
FOR RENT OR LEASE,
retail store building on
south side court square
Mayfield, 2500 sq. ft.
Call Dal Boyd, 1-2472833.
37 Livestock Supplies

Certified ey IPA
_11_4115
.
114.4 kepis

Kelly's Termite
& Pest Control
Ilene mooed mg eneerni Inn. 70
po11
eef map My co•ROO.
Teen
fhed.

ONE BRED SOW Call
ruleen.

13th St

Phone 753-3914
Roaches,Sliver Fish
and Shrubs

BEATEN DOWN carpet
paths go when Blue
Lustre arrives. Rent
electric shampooer.
Western Auto, home of
"Wishing Well Gift
Shop."

SIX YEAR OLD saddle
mare,8350. Call 345-2524
or 247-3723.
FOR SALE 16 pigs. Call
after 5 p. m. 753-3539.
38 Pets Supplies

24 Miscellaneous
CUSTOM MArrRESS
made any size for antique beds .or campers.
Buy direct and save on
mattresses,
all
Healthopedic or foam.
Also see their elegant
gallery of furniture,
Bamboo, Wicker and
Brass. WISES WEST
KY. MATTRESS AND
FURNITURE
1136
South 3rd, Paducah.
Phone 1-443-7323.

SITUTTE'RS - BLACK
plastic. Sizes 39 through
67 inches. Inquire at
Lumber
Murray
Company 104 Maple or
call 753-3161.
TRUCK LOAD Tire Sale.
4 ply polyester, white
wall, premium grade,
12-32 tread depth.
A78x13", $16.06 plus
$1.74 FE Tax, E78x14",
$19.42 plus $2.30 FE Tax,
P78x14", $20.15 plus
$2.44 FE Tax, G78x14"
or 15", $21.38 plus $2.60
FE Tax, H78x15", $23.32
plus $2.85 FE Tax,
I.78x15", $25.76 plus
83.13 PE Tax. Wide ones
with raised white letters, G70x14" or 15",
$28.85 plus $2.87 FE Tax,
G60x14" or 15", $32.48
plus $3.08- FE Tax,"
1,60x14" or 15", $33.85
plus $3.58 FE Tax.
Truck tires - Hi way
tread-. 700x15", 6 ply,
$24.03 plus $2.83 FE Tax,
750x16", 8 ply, $31.10
p.4„.I $3.59 FE Tax,
11-178.x15", $31.13 plus
$3.25 FE Tax. Tractor
type, 700x15", $28.04
plus $3.16 FE Tax.
750x16", 8 ply, $37.45
plus $3.95 FE Tax,
I.78x16", 8 ply, $41.25
plus $4.12 FE Tax.
Prices good
while.
present stock lasts.
Wallin Hardware Paris.
16 Home furnishings

DOBERMAN PUPPIES.
____MiCat.wee.ks. $90. Call
901-648-5424, Gleason,
Tenn,
GERMAN SHEPHERD
puppies.
AKS •
registered.
Excellent'
blood
lines.
Call
Mayfield, 247-3865.
43 Real Estate
® KOPPENUD
REALTYM

1970 HONDA 450. 14'
Pplarcraft Jon boat,10 h.
p. Johnson motor and
trailer. Call 753-3194
after 4.

Everrelsing wi Nepck twits to
SOLD.
753-1222
711 Main

FARM - 20 acres with
modern 3 bedroom brick
and frame home. Has 10
acres tendable and a
good metal pole barn,
also a pond. Has 24 x 30
cleanup shop. Large
comfy family room with
fireplace. Home in good
condition inside and out.
Located on Faxon Road.
Just, 1½ miles off of 94
East. Priced in mid 30's.
GUY SPANN REALTY,
901 Sycamore,7517724.

MURRAY
SUPPLY
Lawn and Garden has a
good supply of used lawn
and garden equipment.
200 E. Main.
27 Mobile Home Sales
VINDALE mobile home.
10 x 60. Call 436-2273.
1974 12 x 60 WAYSIDE..
Central. air, and other
extras. Call 753-0894
after 5 p. m.
•
FOR SALE by owner. 2
bedroom mobile home.
unfurnished except
stove and refrigerator.
Washer & dryer connections in use now. One
large 12' x 12' storage
building insulated and
lined, one 5' x 8' steel
storage shed. All on four
nice lets-100' -2 420. -Just
3 minutes away from
lake. Excellent well and
septic system. Under
*9,000.00. Call 753-5352
anytime.

NEW ROUND wood
dinette room drop leaf
table. $50, Call 753-0737.

.LATE MODEL double
wide home on block
foundation. Storage
room underneath. 3
bedrooms, 2 baths,
central air and heat. In
Ky. Lake Subdivision,
lake privileges. 436-2473.

FOR- SALE used Singer.
sewing machine, zig zag
and all regular attachments. Fully
guaranteed, sews...„,
perfect. Full cash price, "
$29.50. Call Martha
Hopper, 354-8619 or
write Route 5, Benton,
Ky.
-

29 Mobile Home Rentals

MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.

..twolagrorle
,
14tir-Osters;...an.,,-.:;..tr
_
_ . ed1111 -

•

TWO BEDROOM duplex
apartment in Murray.
Call 492-8225.

ONRAD'S PIANOS Organs, Kimball and
Baldwin, Lowery-Story
and Clark. Largest
selection in Western
Kentucky, '7.53-1424,,
Olympic Plaza, Murray,

100 South

NEW TOWNHOUSE, 2
bedroom, disposal. dishwasher, range and
refrigerator. $185. Two
bedroom apartment;
stove, refrigerator and
disposal. $160. Call 7537550 or 753-7559. lir

FURNISHED
one
bedroom apartment. No
utilities furnished. Call
753-3763 or 753-3519 after
5 p. in. s

1976 18' SOMERSET trihull Runabout. 165 h. p.
inboard-outboard. Fully
equipped. Super clean.
55 running hours. Must
sell. Ca11189-2318.

CLEAN RUGS, like new,
so easy to do with Blue- "
Lustre. Rent electric
shampooer. Big K, Bel
Aire Shopping Center.

BEDROOM
TWO
apartment unfurnished.'
4120 month. Water
furnished. $100 deposit.
Murray
Manor
Apartments,753-8668.

FURNISHED APT. for
rent near MSU. Call 7,536564.

CAT. DOZER - very
good condition.
Hydraulic. Reasonable.
Call 436-56
20. Sports Equipment
FOR SALE Pontoon boat.
Call 489-2460.

FOR SALE: used Early
American sofa and
chair.
Needs
reupholstering. $25.00.

ANTIQUES - Oak bed,.
and oak men's-chest.Call 753-6479.

32 Apartments for Rent

WILL SELL or buy used
or new farm machinery
on Hardin 80 East. Call
437-4801.

337 N. Poplar-Semen

QUALITY
- REALTY

527-1468 # 7531625
0110510 COPE Initiefil

.•

MOBILE HOME with
Florida
room
overlooking lake with
beautiful view located or
two wooded lots. We also
have a "mushroom"
designed to fit a rugged
site. Ideal for beach
house. Call Loretta Jobs
,Realtors at 753-1492.
APPROXIMATELY
NINE choice acres of
water front property
located on Cypress
Creek embayment of
Kentucky Lake. This
fine lake front property
has good building sites
and good acceis. John C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 505
Main St., Murray, 2530101 or 753-7531,
•
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FULTON YOUNG REALTY
We seed Wimps!
Hese
753-7333 et 753-4946

•

51 Services Offe.ed

46 Homes For Sale

43 Real Estate

13 Real Estatt

RUSTIC HOME only 2
miles from Murray
featuring "Great
Room" with large stone
fireplace, large kitchen,
2
and
ooms
pane
hroughout.
Sliding g
s open
onto larg
concrete
patio ideal for summer
bar-b-queing. Excellent
home at excellent price.
Phone Kopperud Realty
753-1222.

ELECTRICAL WIRING home or industrial. Call
Charles Cooksey after 6
p. m. 436-5896.

HAZEL, NICE frame
house with new paint
'
and _new roof, three
bedrooms
downstairs
And one upstairs, with
extra large lot. Price in
low teens. Call 4924417.

PAINTING, interior and
exterior. By the hour or
job. Free estimate. Call
753-1343.

3I°
1E)
Offered
Sr.ices
51
51 Services Offered
51 Services Offered
WET
We
BASEMENT?
CARPET CLEANING
, SMALL SIZE dozer-ideal
make wet basements
very
experienced,
for spreading, leveling,
dry, work completely
reasonable , rates,
backfilling. Call 753-7370
guaranteed. Call or
references, free
or 753-0129.
write Morgan Conestimates. Quick.drying.
struction,Co., Route 2,
• Call 753-5827 or 753-9618,
WILL BABYSIT in my
Box 409A. Paducah, Ky.
home M.onday-Friday. 7
42001. Phone day or
YOUNGBLOOD Roofing,
a. m. to 5 p. m. Call 753night 442-7026.
or roof repair. Built up
0480.
roofing, residential and 1111111MIIIIIIMmesam.
PAINTING, INTERIOR
commercial. General
and exterior. Call 753carpenter work. Call
2349.
Ns ea.-6Hteporestr IRAN
436-2712 after 5 p.m.

LISTING
NEW
TWO BEDROOM frame
FOR YOUR septic tank
quiet
in
Located
home for sale. Located
and backhoe work
neighresidential
in Pine Bluff Shares
needs. Also septic tank
borhood on the west side
New
Subdivision near
cleaning. Call John
of Murray, this 3
Concord, Ky. Some
EASILYFOR BACKHOE and
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
bedroom, 2 bath home
3s_ mmeble pow.
finish work needed, low
Call
needs.
Mom does ad to. wok
bulldozing
436-2586.
has many outstanding
down payment and ill
8 p.
after
or
4374533
EFFECTIVELYII mid II
including
features
cloane nities end nabobs
finance balance. To see
PAINTING interior and
354-8161 or 354-8138..
ad Ono down dot lad
central vacuum, LARGE 2 story frame
ow. a sore wee
calle3ohn Jones at 502exterior. Commercial or
94 fail
153-3313
home. 5 bedrooms,
abundant storage areas,
-442-7368.
ECONOMICALLYfree
For
or
residential.
LIME
HAUL
WILL
nicely
2 baths ...
Lew sewer esd s.d sepso
economic central gas
Otani Mt way
estimate, phone Atkins
motesmonam 4.-At
white rock or sand. Call
rep*. Melt bee meitan.
decorated. Near
heat, central electric
a SrmGen of Me cost
Painting, 4374534.
Hutson,
Roger
753-6763,
2
BY
YOU SAVE UP TO
OWNER:
blocks
$25.11 mid op. !Idles
753-1492
Call
schools.
'air, lovely fenced back
$2500 PER ROOM)
sad op.
753-4545.
from university. Twotoday and make an
yard with brick patio,
HOME anchors,
MOBILE
story
4
brick;
bedrooms,
this
see
to
appointment
beautiful floral garden
MOBILE
underpinning, awnings, COMPLETE
3 baths, family room,
home. LORETTA JOBS
and gas bar-b-que grill.
home repair service.
and Alcoa
sealed,
roofs
"WHEW
"(01)
and
living
kitchen
room,
DEPOSIT
'OUR
MOWEY
REALTORS.
30's.
Priced in the mid
Factory trained, analuminum house siding
- 3 beautiful 8
utility room. Furnished ON FRIDAY AND WITHDRAW IT 014
Phone Kopperud Realty,
roofs sealed,
chors,
Jack
Call
trim.
&
2
1
week
kittens and /
old
on
unit)
(rental
cottage
our
by
753-1222 or come
MONDAY,11-ERE (9 NO INIEREGT."
ALL THIS one needs is a
plumbing, parts. Call
Glover, 753-1873 after 5
grown spayed female
back of property. Lovely
- office at 711 Main Street.
Beet for oily 512 00 it day
littleTLC from an owner
753-3309.
or weekends.
47. Motorcycles
cat. Sweet -and playful.
trees and lawn, garden.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
who loves it. Three
Store
Oscor
II•1-Air
Will make ideal pets. •
only.
appointment
By
25 ACRES just listed.
-HO CC Honda trail bike. 1973
bedroom frame home
CHEVROLET
FOR A FREE estimate SIGN PAINTING. Call
, NSA/ comer 7130042
Call 753-3535.
Call 753-0423.
Garland
Several beautiful
Ronny
Call
between 7-10 a.m. 753with electric heat and
pickup. Cheyene Super.
on all stump removal,
building sites and over
between 7 a.m. to 5 p.m.
9998.
carpeting. Also nice 4
Air and Power. Red with
contact K and S Stump
THREE
BEDROOM
1300 ft. of highway
753-4641.
car cleanup shop. Only
gray interior. Radials,
Removal, 435-4343 or
2
/
-frame house on 11
frontage. Located within
PAINTING, INTERIOR,
9 Used Cars & Trucks
Watch Repair and Jewelry Repair
minutes from Murray.
Big block engirie with
753-9490.
Five
acres.
$18,000.
minutes of Ky. Lake.
Sheet
rock
exterior.
Low 20's. Waldrop Real
gas
Good
headers.
Stoneftetting
miles West of Hardin on 1.973 VW Super Beetle.
Priced in mid teens.
finishing and dry -Wall.
Estate. 206 South 4th,
mileage. Call 354-8222
CUSTOM HAY bailing
Highway 80. Call 527Automatic with air.
Prompt Service
Phone Kopperud Realty,: ' 753-5646 after hours 75310 years experience.
after 4 p. m.
and custom combining.
11400.00. Call 753-7146
8433.
753-1222. We provide a
Call
436-2563,
Ralph
7249.
Call 75341090.
after 5.
50 Campers
complete range of Real
Worley.
bedroom
2
BEAUTIFUL
Estate Services.
753-2835
HITES CAMPER GENERAL BACKHOE
1211 MELROSE - Why
113 S.4th
needs
CAMARO
1968
fireplaces,
2
home,
.brick
ANY KIND of hauling
SALES located 4 miles
hauling
gravel
pay rent? Check this 3
work,
767-2512
Call
work.
large den and living
GATESBOROUGH
done. Garbage in county
East of Murray, on
bedroom brick veneer
and top soil. Call Joe
between 5 and 7 p. m.
room, central heat and
also. Call 753-8249,
HOME featuring 4
toward
94Highway
Beard, 436-2306.
with economical electric
air. Newly decorated.
bedrooms,, 2 baths,
and
new
Both
Kenlake.
baseboard heat, air
mileage.
Good neighborhood. 1973 VEGA, low
with
family room
used. Bank financing_ INSULATE NOW attics LICENSED eLECconditioner... This wellMust sell. Call 753-9849.
Close to shopping
TRICIAN and gas infireplace;formal dieing
available.-Open ,7 days
Young's Value Mort
located home features
Mown 16 _cents sq. ft.
center, Low 40's. Call
do
stallation - will
tric heat
,
room, __elec
753-0605.
Call
week.
low
per
equally
wall to wall carpeting,
Walls
1933 South 28th Street
power
PONTIAC,
1962
753-0765.
plumbing, heating and
pump and wooden deck.
Paducah,Kentucky 42001
priced. Finance
draperies, dishwahser,
brakes and steering.
753Call
cleaning.
sewer
Home is practically new • and range. Large lot
Free
available.
$175. Call after 6:30, 436- PUSH UP CAMPER,
10:00 AAC-July 7, 1977
7203.
and located on large lot.
sleeps 8. Has icebox, gas
estimates. Call 753-3316.
$23,500. Call or come by THREE BEDROOM, 2..
2439.
notice that
gives
default
after
party
secured
The
Priced in the 50s. Phone
bath, on 2 acres, Large
stove, sink. Call 753105 N. 12th - BOYD
it will conduct an absolute auction on the date,
LOADER;
,DOZER
Kopperud Realty, 753offer.
fireplace.
den with
3615, best
REAL
MAA,ORS
1975 SCIROCCO. 20,000
time and place mentioned above of the following
backhoe work, Grading,
1222. We are*Murray's
Appliances, custom
ESTATE, 753-8080.
miles. Perfect condition.
described property, persuant to the Provision of
Offered
Services
and
51.
hauling,
fastest growing realty.
double
patio,
draperies,
$370.0. Has 2 year
the Kentucky Revised statues 355.9-501 thru
Free
bushhogging.
garage. Call 753-4084.
warranty. Call 753-4571.
_ 355.9,507.
HAVING TROUBLE
REALTORS
estimates. Call 436-2382. getting those small
FIXTURES AND EQUIPMENT'
Wilson
QUALITY SERVICE
ptumbing jobs done?
ENERGY EFFICIENT 3 1971 MONTEGO MX
2 Wooden meat blocks, 2 cash registers, meat
Specializing
PAINTING.
Company
Air
Inc.
constation wagon, double
Then call 753-6614. .
bedroom brick home
Insurance and Real
scales, produce scales, adding machine, ice
in small houses and trim
”dition sales and serpower and air. V-8,
Central
with
baths.
2
/
11
cream box, refrigerators, walk-in refrigerator.
Inc.
rates.
Agency,
Reasonable
work.
Estate
vice. Modern sheet
52,000 miles. Very good
ROY HARMON. POR
heat and air. Call 753meat boxes,frozen food cases, grinder, slicer,2
753-5399.
anytime,
South 12th at Sycomore
Call
Oft Saab Mk Street
condition. Call 753-8693. • Cabinets, Remodeling,
metal
department.
arum machines, 3 air conditioners, shelving,
9827.
753-1061
TELEPHONE
Mae 753-3243
Larry
Wisehart,
Mill work, Furniture
check out counters, back bar, postage stamp
PAINTING, best
1976 PACER. Must sell.
753President.
combination
Phone
repair,
machine, and other items necessary to the full
furnished.
references
GATESBOROUGH Call 753-6615 after 5 p.
operation of a grocery store.
windows and doors. Call
9290
Call 753-0076.
year old home, 3
m.
753-4124.
INVENTORY
2 bath, den
/
bedroom, 21
The entire contents of the store will be sold.'Ms
with fireplace, heat 1972 CORVETTE custoril
AUTOMOTIVE
AIR
could be the bargain of the year on groceries.
pump, central air, inpaint. Will accept trade
air
conditioning.
Need
Save! Save!
Other terms and conditions to be announced at
tercom, etc. Shown by
.no
if
ins. Call 753-8730,
conditioner part on
the sale.
20 Mile
appointment. Call 753answer call 753-6965.
weekend? We're open 7
Free Delivery
3673.
J.M. Brown and Associates
days a week. Call 474'DODGE
1970
or
2748
474-8848.
Jake Brown, Auctioneer
47 Motorcycles
CHALLENGER. Must
Reerod, reedy to oivi. Or bey a 0-11W41 and sato. Cerapiete sod
Route I Box 101
CUSTOM
UPHOLSTERY
she
am
pones
sell. $1,000. Call 753-0480
ready to assemble Id op to 240/0 steadied, bet sal
of any-kind. Phone 753-Paducah, Kentucky 42001
rest tibia tenet% °Meiji buffaelief551 beit
_YAMAHA_ MINI Filduro.
Purdom and Thurman Real Estate
after.5 p. m.
9753:
for less.
Phones 442-51.55
Motorcycle trailer. 1975
442-97.62
ammuisimCUSTOIA BUILT NOTABLE IMILOINGS 753-09$4
Honda 550 four with 1968 OLDSMOBILE,
L&M Blacktopping, seal
factory air, . 1966 Didwindjammer. Call 753coating and repairs. For
smobile. National base
2226.
estimates call 753-1537.
amplifier. Priced to sell.
Call 436-2255 or 753-5991.
1974 XR 75 Honda PerGLASS WORK, mirrors,
fect condition. Call 753aluminum store fronts,
318
pickup,
DODGE
1968
7228.
auto glass. plexiglass,
automatic, long wide
window glass, and
(This alphabetized pave will run weekly - clip it from
.plate,
E-78-15
new
Four
bed.
CC.
125
1973 YAMAHA
the paper and save for handy reference)
glass showcases. M and
tires on Dodge wheels,
Electric start, lw
G Complete Glass,
AM radio for ,77 Dodge
753-3624
Call
mileage.
;19,900
Dixieland Center 753pickup. Phone',753-5644.
between 5-8 p. m.
0180.PRICED REDUCED $5,1001.! I Buy today and
move in immediAtely. Located on large 175' x
YAMAHA 1971 SPORT EURY,
80
YZ
ELECTRICAL WIRING
175' lot just two blocks from the lake in
Plymouth. Power and
motorcycle. Good
home and industrial, air
Panorama Shores. Call Purdom and Thurman
492-8214.
Call
air.
condition. Priced at
y
conditioning,• and
today for an appointment 753-4451.
$280. Call 753-2858.
refrigeration, heating.
Police
Fire
1972 LTD Black on black,
Prompt, dependable service. Three bulldozers to serve you.
Wonted!
Call 474:8841.
2 door hard top. Double
.753-1621
Homes to list with 3 bedrooms priced low 530s also 3
FOR SALE: 1973 350
753-1441
_and air„new steel
power
bedroom homes with formal dining room in mid 540s,
Honda. Good condition.
If you or* interested in listing your home call us for inLICENSED 'ELECbelted radials. $950.00.
L.W. Lyons
Steve Alexander
Serious inquires only. _ Phone 1-354-6217.
'
dlyfduol, expert service.
TRICIAN prompt efCall 492-8644.
•
ficient service. NO Job
NICE 1973 Montego GT
_ too -:mall -Call -Ernest
Purdom and Thurman Real Estate
Y2 10 YAMAHA, 1976. - factory air, power
Located Souihsitle Court &tonne
rot Mobley
White, 75340605.
Winchester
Radio Cab
$375. Call 753-8257.
753-119St
Open Daily Monday Saturday
brakes & steering, extra
Company
G
C.les
Printing
clean. Call 753-0698. •
NEED TREES rut, or
Phone 753-4451
753 6557
TAXIAB
1974 YAMAHA 175, $350.
light hn:...4_! Call 753Service, Inc.
Same and Illuoar-Callailat County Board of Reali-,,
Member
Call 753-5743.
1971,TORINO GT. Power
4707
Pious., porde'', sure, sewer,
24 Hour Wrecker Se; steering, air; 2 door
power end concrete tools end
vice
etc.
hardtop. ,Dark Green._ DRIVEls kN'S WHITE
24 Hour Service
and
733--3134 I
Call 521-8273 after 4:00.
graded, riprocked
7 Dos A Week
rap de!ivered and
753-5703
753-6177
Phone-.
1972 BUICK ELECTRA
placed. free estimates
102S. 4th St,
302 N 18th Street
1301 (I( triut Murr,1
Limited. Tilt wheel,
Murray.
Ky
Call Clifford Garrison.
753-5351
Murray
cruise control, electric
753-5421) after 4 p.m.
seat and window.. AM' Electrical
Free
CUSTON1( (PET Care.
FM stereo. Ca11.7.53-4406
RADIO, TELFIHSION a CO
Murray Calloway
Termite Inspection
one room at
Wiring
RADIO REPAIR SERVICE
Steftn
or 753-6910.
County Hospital
Flies, Roaches,
8 cents p.r: q. ft. and we
Residential &
1968
CHESTOLET
Silver Fish & Shrubs
will c2eir. the hallway
753-5131
Commercial
pickup truck,6 cylinder,
ElecAnderson
X
Termite
Kelley's
1+1-144
WA
x
10'
free:
Installations
straight drive, long
10' room a.ild only be
& Pest Centro!
tric Inc.
&Service
wheel base, wide bed,
m3-0159.
$8.00
'Gem.* Electric Customer Caro.
100S. 13th St
_good condition. $650e
Calloway County
No coo do G.1. Warranty tor.
Murray, Ky.
BY
Call 753-8117.
GUTTFRING
vice.
Rescue
Squad
Hwy
East
94
SEARS. N,..+ rs seamless
q a m tot p rn Toes , Wed and
Anderson
1972 DODGE truck,
gutters ci•talled per
Thurs 9 a.m to 10pm Fn and
753-6952
Sat
Closed
Mon
and
Sun
Electric, Inc.
steering, brakes, air and
your spet 1 ations. Call
automatic. AM-FM,
Doug 1aJr at 753-2310
$1550. 1976 Datsun 2802,
for frec
$5295. Call after 5, 753Tidwell Lawn &
2738.
INS1J-%T1"' BLOWN in
Garden Equipment
Poison
by Star ,i'.e Ott these
Hwy.641
md
,'cooling
1974 442 OLDS, black with
high eot
6
Miles-South
Quality Service
Control
.1 'gold
stripes.
350
bills I "a1. Doug Taylor
-ry
Jt
Owner
Company
for
McCoy,
Center
free
automatic ,with air
at
&Operator
Heat Pump
power
condition,
estmilati
in
• We specialize
Spec $ of.sts
. steering and brakes. AM
Hebrushirut &
Lawn & Garden
Custom ft511t4,urniture
Modern Sheet Metal
8 track stereo radio, new
FENCE !•iLES AT
Equipment Service
Service Departments.
white letter radial tires,
SEARS im%4 Call Doug
and Repair.
local car. See at 208
Taylor at 753-2310 for
303 Main
T53-9290
Irvan. Call 753-8533 or
free estimates for- your
:
Hazel, Kt)
4334351 afte
1„
544.
.
.
..4

IENT IINSENVAC

Furches Jewelry
AUCTION

II

4

Dial-A-Service
Bulldozing

753-1959

Hinman's
Rentals

It

474-2264

Tuber's Body
Shop

SERVICE

753-5397

Applications Are Now
Being Taken For
The Following Positions:

*Registered Nurses
*Licensed Practical Nurses
•And Orderlies
Apply Monday through Friday
9 a.m. - 4 p.m.

474-041

Maplewood Farms

492-8147

474-8841

753-3914

°Emirs

753-7588

4th and Indiana
Mayfield, Ky. Ph. 147-0100

4,tr • Aims*.

502-492-8837_

-

-

,

I 10110•10M

army a, IVII
-se
;

Deaths and Funerals

Civil Service Commission

A

Final Rites Held
FoiMrS. Giles

Mrs. Sturtevant,
Sister Of Murray

Mrs. Lae Alton
Dies; Funeral Is

Residents, Dies

Held, New Concord

Report Shows Surprisingfacts

At Least 16 Persons Die On
State Highways Over Holiday

WASHINGTON (AP)
irtually
any
A
ailment,
federal civil servant retired on
Final rites for tifrs. Bessie
including those that are
grounds that he was disabled,
Giles. ids of Hardin Giles,
relatively easy to fake, is
By The Associated Press
year ago.
yet earned a total of$117,560 in
car ran off the Benton'Were held Sunday at 2:30 p. m.
grounds
for
a
At least 16 persona died in
pension.
Nearly
Palice - said Jonathan H. Gilbertsville Road in Marshall
Mrs. Nell Cathey Sturnew job in 1974 and 1975, an
'
a
Route
of
Alton
Ludie
Mrs.
g per cenrof those who apply traffic accidents on Kentucky Huff, 3, of Horse Branch,
at the chapel of the J. H. tevant, age 74, died Sunday at
Ky., Couny just north of Benton.
Civil
Service
One, Buchanan, Tn., died - internal
Churchill Funeral Home with 1:40
for a disability retirement get highways during the July 4 in Ohio County, was killed
p. m. at the North Shore Saturday at 10:30 a. m. at the Commission report shows.
In other weekend accidents:
the Rev. W. Edd Glover of- Hospital, Miami, Fla. Her
holiday weekend, tate police Monday when he was struck
Another disability pensioner one.
—Timothy Black, 19, of
—Monitoring whether said.
ficiating. The song service husband, Weston R. Stur- Murray-Calloway County
by a pick-up truck on Ky. 1245 Valley Station In southern
Hospital. She was 85 years of held a job that paid him a total disabled
was by the UnitY Quartet.
The
pensioners
16
have
deaths
reversed a near Echols.
tevant, died in July 1968.
age and the wife of Dave Alton of $100,943 in the same two recovered their earning
Jeffersan County, died at
Grandsons served
as
power recent upward trend in traffic
The driver of the truck, Louisville General Hospital
Born November 1, 1902, in who died in 1942.
years.
pallbearers and burial was in Stewart
deaths
depends
almost
over
entirely
the
on
Independence Larry Wayne Waddell, 29, of
County, Tn., she was
Yet another supposedly
The deceased. was preceded
Saturday night after the carin
the Elm Grove Cemetery.
the daughter of the late in death by one step son, disabled federal pensioner • unverified earnings reports by -Day weekend. A total of 21 Beaver Dam,Ky., said he was which he was a
passenger left
Mrs. Giles, age 78, died Walker E. Cathey
died
pensioners
in
1976
and
the
themselves.
19
were
killed
unable to stop when the boy
and Harriet lilburn Alton in 1960, Born earned $76,793 in a single year,
Breckinridge
a
County
road 10
Friday at 5:25 a. m. at the Cathey.
in
Officials
1975.
admit
that
fraud
ran in front of the vehicle,said
One daughter,
Calloway and still another earnea
miles south of Harned.
Westview Nursing Home. She Cathey,died at the age 19 in February 29, 1892, in
usually
This
goes
undetected,
year's
and
deaths,
police, who did not file
of
daughter 866,444 in one year.
—George Robert Sells died
is survived by two daughters, April 1,963. She was a former County, she was the
At the same time, the four when it is discovered, the tabulated from 6 p.m. local charges against Waddell.
Dick
Bud
William
late
the
of
Sunday
when the truck he was
Mrs. Odell Lamb and Mrs. member of the Nevils Creek
pensioner virtually never * time Friday through midnight
Phyllis Swenson, 38, of driving ran off Ky. 200 some
Alexander Dick. were drawing disability prosecuted.
Aubrey Eldridge, one son, Ron Baptist Church, located in the and Virgie
local
time
MondaY,
lifted the Louisville died Sunday night
Mrs. Alton is survived by pensions ranging from $404 to
three
miles south of
•
Giles, two sisters, tWo Land Between the Lakes.
—GoVernment agencies, 1977 death toll in Kentucky to in an accident about two miles Monticello.
daughters, Mrs. Tilman ;1,793 per month, paid mostly
two
brothers, nine grandchildren.
427,
compared
with
433 north of Boston on Ky. 61 in
according to the National
Mrs. Sturtevant is survived
Clayton, Route One, by the taxpayers.
— Three
Lexington
and seven great grand- by six sisters, Mrs. Loise C. Lettie)
The pensioners, whose Association
of Retired through the same period a Nelson County, state police teenagers died early Saturday
Mrs:
and
Tn.,
Buchanan.
childrerr
said.
Kunisch, Murray, Mrs. Iris L. Raymond (Ruth) Clayton, names were not listed, are Federal Employes, often are
when a car left Cleveland Pike
Officers said a car struck and struck a row of trees. The
France, Paducah, Mrs. Ga44.-- ert City; two step among the conunission's"Top unwilling to -find light-duty
••
the Swenson vehicle while victims were Shirley Hill and
Erlene Logan and Mrs. daughters, Mrs. Maude 20" — persons who earned the assignments for employes
wer...
attempting to pass, causing Marion Moore, both 18, arid
Pauline Carpenter, Akron, Seaford and Mrs. Carolyn most in new jobs while with medical problems,
(Continued
From Page 1)
the Swenson auto to spin out of
Ohio, Mrs. Nina L. Sills, Paris. Bailey, both of Murray; two drawing pension checks instead pushing them onto the
"We chatted for up to an icontrol and overturn. The Hobart Stamper,17.
Tn., and Mrs. Estella Turcot. sisters, Mrs. Sudie Morton and granted because they could. retirement rolls.
—David Goodin, 22, and
The system also is relatively hour and I convinced Terry of second car continued on, but Walter Smith Jr„ 33, both of
Graveside' services for 'Raleigh, N. C.; three brothers. Mrs. Forrest Ina )-Boyd, both not perform their old
my
argument,"
the governor police later arretted Bernie
stingy when it comes to those
Angela Marie Tubbs of Benton Henry L. Cathey,- Murray, of Murray; two brothers, government jobs efficiently.
Corbin, were killed Saturday
These 20 get the most from who need help the most: recalled. "He reluctantly Lee Dones and Wallace Ray in a two-car crash 12 miles
Route Four were held this Bert Cathey, Dover, Tn., and Dallas Dick, Hazel, and Fred
agreed
not
to
oppose
the
bill. I Wiseman of Boston,Ky.
morning at eleven a. m. at the Gordon Cathey, Akron, Ohio; Dick, Murray Route Four; the system that grants young, low-paid federel don't
south of London on Ky.770.
know how he voted."
Wiseman was charged with
Dunn Cemetery with the Rev. several nieces and nephews. five grandchildren; 'fourteen disability pensions to federal workers who become totally —Peggy A. Tormey, 22, of
McBrayer,
now
state wreckless homicide and both Norcross, Ga., was the victim
The funeral will be held great grandchildren.
workers who in many cases unable to work. Many of these
Gary Frizzell officiating.
workers would receive more commerce commissioner, face charges of tampering of a Warren County accident
The infant daughter died Wednesday at the Lithgow — She was a member of the still are able to work.
On the average, the 20 money if thby wsY COVERED advised Carroll sometime ago with phy.sical evidence, on Interstate 65.
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